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Preface. 

The aim of this book is to introduce the musician to the 
scientific study of mental life. In the first part of the work, 
we record and discuss the experiences of. 100 musicians in 
learning, teaching and performing. In the second, part of the 
work, we summarize the fundamental truths of psychology in 
simple and concise language. 
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Introduction. 

In all lines of endeavor we are finding greater and greater 
interest in the hidden springs of action. W e are no longer 
content to begin and end with generalizations and the enum
eration of general principles. W e wish to study concrete be
havior, and from that to delve back into the forces that lead 
to action, going still a step farther, to determine, if possible, 
some of the laws that are thus indicated. 

Nor are we willing to take the experience of any one m a n 
alone. W e are beginning to reahze the great differences be
tween one man and aaother. This phase~ of life is as important 
as any. Hence we must gather experiences from many soucres, 
find what is common to all and wherein they differ. 

In no realm is this of greater interest than in art in general 
and in the realm of music in particular. W e know but little 
regarding the emotions. Just because they are so intangible, 
so fleeting and evanescent, are they difficult to capture for pur
poses of accurate study. Music, the most emotional and* the 
least tangible of all arts, illustrates this clearly. This very 
evasiveness lends but to the attraction it holds for the sincere 
student; and from this widespread interest this study grew. It 
is an effort to throw some Ught on the problem through a report 
of the experiences of those who have been actors in the field. 

A blank asking the following questions was sent to a number 
of musicians—aU prominent as performers, teachers, or com
posers, or as aU of these. It was behoved that by accumu
lating their responses, and studying them, much of value might 
by learned. A. F. 



Learning Process. 
1. When you were a student of music, what was n\ost helpful 

in your studies? W a s it 
(1) Practice 
(2) Peisonality of Teacher 

(3) Methods , „ 
(4) Ideas given by Teacher. 
(5) Inborn love of the art? 

2. What traits in your teacher affected- you most? 
3. D o you memorize easily? 
i. H o w do you memorize? (Do you see the notes? Do you 

learn by muscular sense? Or by hearing the piece?) 
5. D o you play the piece from beginning to end over and 

over again until you have memorized it? Or do you mem
orize it bit by bit? 

6. Have you ever overpractised a piece, as an athlete over
trains? If so, did you improve or deteriorate? 

Teaching Process. 
7. In teaching, do yon first try to form habits in your pupil?, 

presenting principles later? 
8. Or do you emphasize the principles first? 
9. Or "do you present both together? 

10. H o w important do you think unconscious imitation is in 
learning? H o w much do you ask the pupil to imitate 
something you do b.efore him? 

Performance. 
11. Does actually having the emotion at the moment of playing 

help you to play well? 
12. Does thinking about the emotion to be expressed aid more? 
13. Can one combine the two, and is that best? 
11. Is successful playing a matter of technique alone? What 

things are most important in causing a successful per
formance ? 
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15. Does the audience influence you in any way? D o you 
play better when alone or before an audience? W h y ? 

16.'If the audience gives you added power, do you feel this 
power immediately? If not, when? 

17. D o you feel a sceptical audience? 
18. D o you feel your power over an audience? 
19. W h e n the audience does not respond, can you fo;ce them 

to do so? If so, by what means? , 
20. Are you nervous when you appear before an audience, 

and how does that nervousness affect you? 
21. Have you ever played until it has become nauseous to 

you? If so, have you noticed any diminution of its effect 
upon your audience? 

22. Have you ever had your mind intent on the playing, 
while another part is watching the audience, and a third 
(perhaps) given up to some pleasant or unpleasant recol
lection or anticipation in your private life? What effect 
has it on your playing? 

23. Are you apt to be thrown off the rails (so to speak) by 
trifhng sounds among the audience (a cough or a sneeze), 
or by shght noises which reach your ear behind the scenes, 
or from the street? 

24. After a performance, are you tired or exhausted? If so, 
is it due to the physical effort used, or to emotional strain? 



Part I 





Section 1. 

HoNÂ  do we learn? 

It is not always easy to recall our early experiences; to 
distinguish the elements that were effective in the formative 
period. They too often escape our memory and we can not 
always tell with precision, just how we came to be the persons 
that we are. But in that which is our life work, that which 
we have done day by day for a long period of time, this is 
less true. For as we look back, through the perspective of 
years, we can perhaps evaluate and judge more fairly than we 
could have when of less maturity. W e may have forgotten the 
details, but the big and striking factors persist and just because 
they are not forgotten, we may conclude that they must have 
toeen important. 

H o w do we learn? What were the means whereby we 
adranoed and even conquered? If we can answer these ques
tions, we can teU, perhaps more surely, where to lay the 
emphasis with other pupils. 

With this in mind our first question was asked. 
Question I. 

W h e n you were a student of music, what was most helpful 
in your studies? W a s it 

(1) Practice . 
(2) Personality of Teacher 
(3) Methods „ „ 
(4) Ideas given by teacher 
(5) Inborn love of the art? 

This was replied to by all our hundred subjects, as the following 
table shows: 

TABLE 1. 
Inborn Love of the Art 80 31.43 1/3 
Practice 67 20.68 1/3 
Personality of Teacher 59 17,70 
Ideas given by Teacher 57 16.10 
Methods of Teacher 43 11.18 1/3 
Hearing Others 3 ,90 
Thinking and Feeling 1 1-— 
Did not reply j l-~ 

Items mentioned 310 100.—- "/o 
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Thus 310 items were mentioned by the 99 musicians (for 
one did not reply) the grouping varying as we shall presently 
see. If we m a y conclude anything from this table, we can 
say that, in the opinion of 80 of the 100 musicians, an innate 
love of the art was an essential in their own success; IQ of 
the 100 beheve'that it and it alone is responsible,^ 

Practice ranks second in importance with Personality of 
the teacher a close third, while over 5 0 % believe the ideas 
presented by the teacher were an effective factor. 

It is interesting to note that only 42 stress the method 
by which they learned and but 4 of these consider it an im
portant feature. Compare this with 10 who believe inborn 
love of the art alone sufficient and with 25 others who, while 
mentioning other factorSj place emphasis on innate desires. 
M a y we not conclude with Symons, that art is not something 
that "frigidly adheres" but that it is the expression of some 
inner impulse? 

Method may be more important for the pupil who can 
not become an artist, just because the need for the expression 
of something innate is lacking. This would be largely true 
in as far as the performance is an imitative matter. Perhaps 
whatever success he does achieve may be du? largely to tlie 
method of learning, but our evidence m the case of the 100 
musicians proves that this is not true for them. Several have 
added items not suggested in the questionaire — the hearing 
of great artists, the ambition to pattern after them, introspection 
and self-criticism, for example, are factors mentioned. 

It is interesting to note that several persons feel the 
relative o.rder of importance change with advancement and 
increasing maturity. Thus one, B-udolph Ganz, tells us that 
personality became a greater and greater factor the more he 
grew and methods became less and less important. One can 
even divide their careers into early, intermediate, and advanced 
stages. In the first, methods and ideas were least effective: 
in the second period, ideas and practice became more important 
to advance to a higher plane. Eventually inborn love of the 
art, personal development and the ideas acquired from the 
music hold the center of the stage with practice in the back
ground. Busoni adds to the list, "thinking and feeling", 
re-emphasizing the part the individual himself plays apart 
from all outside influences. 

Noting for a moment the various combinations given, we 
find 26 artists believe all five forces co-operate; 10 believe 
that inborn love of• the art alone suffices; 8 state it as their 
conviction that to this love we must add practice; 7 think all 
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the factors are important with the single exception of methods. 
In other words, 58 omit methods as a necessary element for 
success; 32 omit practice; 39 omit personality; 42 omit the 
ideas given by the teacher; only 19 omit inborn love of the 
art; and one did not reply. Tables I andll present quite 
definitely the views of our group of artists. 

A m o n g the artists who combine the five, we may mention 
(taking the names alphabeticaUy) W . J. Adams, George Bagnall, 
M a x Bendix, M. and A. Bernstein, Kudolph Ganz, Victor Hariis, 
Rafael Joseffy, Luigi von Kunitz, Alex Lehmann, Frank la 
Forge, C. L. Tracy and Elise FeUows White. There are 
different shades of opinion among these artists; some emphasize 
inborn love of the art, some practice, while another thinks 
ideas given by the teacher most important. 

"I must give 'inborn love of the art' the first place," says 
C. L. Tracy. "Without it, I cannot imagine any one attaining 
to great heights. Next in turn, I should place correct methods 
and ideas presented by an inspiring teacher whose personality 
compelled m e to practice." "All five items were helpful to 
m e but if anything I regard the first and fifth counts the most 
important", writes George Bagnall, "because with these two 
alone a very talented and determined person could become 
an artist. With a person of moderate ability,-1 think all five 
counts are important." Victor Harris writes: "I find it utterly 
impossible to- recall now any one element of the five mentioned 
which, in itself and independent of the other four, helped m e 
more than others. If any one of the four were specially 
helpful, I think it must have been the fourth one, Ideas given 
by the teacher, but naturahy all four of the others mentioned 
work together for final results." 

A m o n g the artists who claim that inborn love of the art 
was alone essential, we may mention, Theo. Bendix, Arthur 
Foote, Arthur Hartmann, Harold Henry, and Fannie Bloomfield 
Zeisler. 

"Yes", writes Arthur Hartmann, "inborn love of the art, 
and endless introspection, retrospection, merciless self-criticism 
and observation. First and last, reading and the theatre. By 
"theatre" I mean, of course, the European Stage . . ." 

One informant, who adds "practice" to this "inborn love 
of the art", writes; "Inborn love of music and the atmosphere 
of a musical home and environment were the strongest forces 
in m y student days. U p to the age of twenty I hated practice. 
Only then I realized that m y musical ideas had far outstripped 
m y technical proficiency, and with this realization came an 
enthusiasm for technical development merely as a means to an end. 
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Another artist writes: "Practice and love of m y art" were 
most helpful, "I hated one of m y teachers, from w h o m I 
now think I learned the most." — "I have had experience 
where practice has been very harmful to me", writes another, 
"simply because the teacher I had at the time did not estab
lish that bond of sympathy which makes all people akin.' It 
is absolutely necessary for a teacher to find the key to the 
student's nature, if the result of this association should spell 
success". 

Of the informants who leave out methods or think them of 
negative value, we may mention Franz C. Bornscheim, Arthur 
Van W . Eltinge, Albert Lockwood, Andor Pinter and Constantin 
von Sternberg. 

Andor Pinter considers practice very helpful; personality 
of teacher of inspirational value; methods of teacher of nega
tive value; ideas given by teacher of slight value, and inborn 
love of the art as most helpful. "It led m e into original 
researches for methods to enable m e to express, interpret and 
propagate artistic truth." 

In regard to methods, Gustavo L. Becker states that "most 
of the old methods led to one-sided development, which tlie 
next good . . teacher would try to even out." 

. It seems that one artist, who finds it difficult to answer 
question I, emphasizes "personality of teacher". H e states the 
following: "Very hard' to answer, as m y teacher and I were 
devoted friends; he was as a father. I loved him and treasure 
his memory above all others except m y own parents, and always 
shall do so." 

A s only 19 musicians omitted "inborn love of the art," 
it may be profitable to quote Ehse Fellows White, who has 
written at length and emphasized this factor: 

"Answer to Question No. I. 
"As a student of music, I have found that neither practice, per

sonality o^ teacher, methods, or assimilated ideas have helped m e so 
much as the inborn love of art. 

Teachers and methods cannot create, any more t^an biologists can 
create, the vital spark ... the spark of enthusiasm, must be there, before 
the eyolutionaary process that forms an artist can take place. 

From a mollusc, I must grow' into an intelligence; from a dull 
monotone, I must grow info a living symphony, from a feeble and groping 
pair of h nds, I must evolve a medium for infinite power of expression 

The teacher then, should be the guide, the mentor. His hand should 
restrain rather than u ge the loo eager spirit of the student . . His 
tunotion IS not to create, but to foster inspiration; to direct enthusiasm, 
but not to supply it artificially. 

The student who has within him the inborn love of art will 
enjoy his work because he is stimulated by the constant presentiment 
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of success, the consciousness of growing power, of right and sure pro
gress along logical lines. 

Loving art intelligently, we test many methods, finding the best; 
discarding all that is meretricious. 

fiesults are what count, and when, in my intense love of the 
beautiful, I think only beautifjil things, dream of exqliisite effects, feel a 
clean-cut and capable technic growing under my fingers; mentally con
struct for each piece of music ... a classically correct conception, my 
progress is assured; The right sort of power comes from within, . Such 
a pupil as I have described never breaks his heart over a teapheris 
censure, since all he really cares about is to satisfy hipself.and his ideal. 

H e fears no one, since he is Ms own most merciless critic. A 
teacher's praise never spoils him, for he knows better, his eyes are clear 
to perceive the truth. 

One may love stupidly or intelligently in art as in life. The deeper 
lovo brings deeper unsight; far from being blind, it is endowed with 
superior clarity of vision. Both the true artist and the enlightened student 
know that there is a motive for hard work higher than ambition, higher 
than self-interest, higher even than common sense, and that is the call 
•of an ideal. H o w many great spirits have devoted their \i\ es to a cause, 
and have found in the sacrifice sufficient reward! 

"We worship a beautiful idea—a beautiful hope—elusive, yet existing 
none the less, as it matures in the mind, and it .transforms this everyday 
world to an enchanted one. And if we worship art intelligently enough 
w e may perhaps attain to the expression of that dream, so that others 
will feel inspired to see, and likewise strive for it, 

'Enthusiasm to the Greeks was piety'. 'It was', says "Walter Pater, 
'the secret of possession by a higher and more energetic spirit than one's 
own, the gift of self-revelation, the passing out of one's self through 
words—tones—gestures'. 

Those who are endowed with the true love of art will find in such 
enthusiasm their source of power and of inspiration." 

The following table summarizes for us, in tabular form^ 
the views of the one hundred musicians. Taking the list as 
a whole, it is quite evident that to this inborn love of the 
art we must add practice, personality, ideas and methods of 
the teacher; hearing artists; and thinking and feeling. 

TABLE n. 
26 give, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, (all combined). 

10 „ 5 (inborn love of the art), 
8 „ 1 and 5, 
7 „ 1, 2, 4 and 5, 
6 „ 1, 4 and 5. 
4 „ 1, 2 and 5. 
4 „ 2 and 4. 
4 „ 2 and 5. 
3 „ 1 and 4. 
3 „ 1, 2 and 3, 
3 „ 2, 4 and 5, 
2 „ 1 and 3, 
2 „ 1, 2, 3 and 5, 

Tlie Musician's Mind, 
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2 „ 4 and 5. 
2 „ 3 and 5, 
1 „ 2 (Personality), 
1 „ 1 (Practice). 
1 „ 1, 2 and 4. 
1 „ 1, 3 and 4. 
1 „ 1, 3 and 5. 
1 „ 1, 3, 4, 5 and hearing artists. 
1 ,, 1, 3, 4. 5 and artists. 
1 „ 2, 3 and 5. 
1 „ 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
1 ,, 2 and 3. 
1 „ 2 and hearing artists. 
1 „ Thinking and Feeling. 
1 Did not answer. 
1 „• 3, 4 a::d 5, 

100 musicians. 
1 = Practice 

2 = Personality of Teacher 
3 = methods of 
4 = Ideai given by " 
5 = luborn love of the art. 

Note. "Where two items are mentio ed by one musician, each is 
counted as OC/Q; where three items are mentioned, each is counted as 
33 Vs^oJ fo^r itenis as 25"/„ each and 5 items as 2 0 % each. See Tablel 
under Per cent. Under Number in Table I, we have mee'y stated the 
number of times the terms were mentioned. 

Question 2. 

What traits in your teacher affected you most? 
Let us inquire into that factor called personality, men

tioned by5'9*'/g as being important. All of us know how 
complex a concept this word represents; a few studies have 
been made by psychologists of this something which we call 
personality. But few of us know how to define the word or 
just all it comprehends within its borders. Our study serves 
but to accentuate this. W e might expect some uniformity of 
opinion regarding the factors of personality that music teachers 
should possess in order to be effective. But even here w e 
find this is not true. Not only is there no uniformity, but 
there is absolute contradiction. Thus Galston tells us that 
the most potent factor in personality that affected him was, 
"unbarmherzige Strenge" (pitiless severity). Nor is he alone 
in this, for four others mention this same feature or char
acteristic. 
On the other hand several tell us that gentleness and 
kindliness were the traits that influenced them for the best. 
One tells us that the cynicism and rebuff so noticeable in his 
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teacher were amoug the forces that affected him; surely what 
one would not expect. A n d so we might enumerate in detail 
the characteristics mentioned, only to find the greatest variety. 
and the greatest extremes. 

Yet it is noteworthy that, despite this variation, we find 
18 naming knowledge, IG enthusiasm, those two being the two 
largest single items. Table 3 gives the hst in detail. 

TABLE 3. 
Number Per cent 

18 give Knowledge 11.91 '/j 
16 „ Enthusiasm 9.— 
9 „ Patience 4.83 1/3 
8 „ Sincerity 4,58 1/3 
8 „ Method of presentation 4.58 i/j 
6 „ Conscientiousness 3.33 /̂̂  
5 „ Severity 3.08 V3 
5 „ Kindness 2.66 ^j^ 
0 „ Ideals 3,75 
5 „ Interest in pupils 2.50 
5 „ Accuracy 4.33 '/j 
5 „ Personality 5.— 
4 „ Encouragement 2.83 '/s 
B „ Discipline 2.33 '/s 
8 „ Thoroughness 1.83 '/j 
3 ., Devotion to art 1.50 
2 „ Ideas 2.— 
2 „ Confidence in self 1.33 ^s 
2 „ „ „ pupil 1.— 
2 „ Persistence 1.33 1/3 
2 „ Sympathy —.58 7, 
2 „ Musicianship 1.— 
1 „ Artistic surenesa . . . 1.— 
1 „ Affability —.50 
1 „ Broadmindedness . . . . . . . —.50 
1 „ Distrust —.50 
1 ,, Cynical -—.50 
1 ,, Capacity for taking pains . . . . . —.50 
1 „ Drawing out beat —.50 
1 „ Distinguished mind —.50 
1 „ Disposition . —.25 
1 „ Elegance of phrasing —.25 
1 „ Ease —.33 V^ 
1 „ Earnestness . . . . 1.— 
1 „ Erudition . . . —.33 /̂j 
1 „ Experience . . . . —.25 
1 ., Firmness . . . —^.50 
.1 ,, Human Affection —.33 i/j 
1 „ BQding ability —.50 
1 „ Honesty . . —.50 
1 „ Helpfulness —.25 
1 „ Heard artists —.50 
1 ., Impatience 1.— 
1 „ Integrity —-58 Vs 

, 2* 
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1 ., Inspiralion 
1 „ Lack of explanation . 
1 ., Literary culture 
1 ,, Nervousness . . . . 
1 ,, Upen to c nvietion . . 
1 „ Originality . . . 

1 „ Rebuff ', 
1 ., Selection of studies 
1 ,, Sternness . . . . 
1, ,. Seriousness . . . • 
1 „ Skill as performer 
1 „ Strictness . • 
1 „ Technical Daring . 
1 „ Understanding 
1 ., Unselfishness . . . . 
1 ., Untiring Energy . . . . 
1 „ Unfortunate in teachers 

(6) Did not reply 

159 items 

Combining wherever possible, for 
honesty, and integrity, which after all, betoken similar quahties, 
we find of all the list only five traits mentioned by the majority. 
Thfese in their order of frequence are (1) knowledge; i2)patience: 
(3) sincerity; (4) conscientiousness; (5) enthusiasm.- Five mention 
the word "personahty," showing probably that it was the "tout 
ensemble" which was too difficult to analyze. 

A s the answers to^ this question (2) are very various, it 
may be profitable to give samples o-f rephes which were written. 
a little more fully: 

'The qualities of the teacher's personality that affected me most 
were the knowledge that the teacher was in perfect sympathy with me, 
and therefore desired to help me; that this desire was an unselfish one; 
that he was truthful and firmly convinced of every word he uttered . . 
The successful teacher must inspire confidence, must color every word he 
utters with an inexhaustible supply of enthusiasm. OJten an aputhetic 
preaching of the gospel, is quite as harmful as an enthusiastic acclamation 
of an untruth." (C. A.). 

"The amount of geuuiue personal interest in the pupil. This comes 
first. If the pupil does not feel the teacher is interested in his progress, 
he becomes less interested in himself. I do not think a great musical 
prodigy, who has not had to work hard for his art, becomes the best 
teacher. He does not understand the struggles of the pupil and thinks 
the pupil should get things the way he did. This attitude disoourages 
the pupil. The best Alpine guide is not the one that stands upon some 
mountain-peak and shouts to~Th~e'tr'avetei-" to co'iiie up where he is; but 

-•he-is-the one-wtarTDTrer' htTrrgglt"tg"tBe"traveller if necess^y. Still I 
•believe the-teacher must be an artist, but one who has'had to go through 
the process. Outside of the matter of personal interest, the thing tha'. 
helped m e the most in my teacher, was his insistence of accent. I had 
always stumbled more or less in m y playing; but when I caught 
the idea of accent I began to go ahead. I began to think of passages 
in groups of notes, instead of in single notes; and began to pick up 

—.50 
. . 1.^ 

. 1.-

-.33 V. 
. . —.25 

. . -.33 V, 
-.50 
- .50 

. . -.38 ','3 
.—33 V3 

• —.S3 '/s 

. -.38 VB 

. —.'25 

. —.50 
—.25 

..10 ,3 

. . —.50 

. ^ 6.— 

^ 1 0 0 . - »/o 

example: sincerity, 



notes in hsndfuls, as it wero, ctiusequently reading much more readily. 
Even now I find slow practice with exafigerated accent very help ul, 
especially in any passage work where there is a tendency to go to pieces. 
From another teacher I got the idea of a perfejt legato, that seemed to be hia 
speciality. This leads m e to thirik lhat it is better sometimes to study 
with more than one teacher, alao in the case of a very, very great 
teacher, he would probably have all essential points." (&. B.). 

"I studied various branches in m y work with various teachers, but 
if there waa any one quality that affected m e more than others, it was 
the fact that all of them were patient and gentle men." (V. H.). 

"I had several teachers, with one exception men of dialinguished 
minds and interesting personalities. The first, in addition to the elements 
of piai o playing developed m y feeling for the beautiful and m y interest 
in musical literature. The second developed m y imagination and m y sense 
of rhythm. The third taught m e on broader lines, gave me, a knowledge 
of musical form and showed m e the rudiments of technical means of 
differentiation of tone. The fourth teacher — rather an eccentric, im
pressed m e by his great reverence for music as an art, and pointed out 
to m e the beauty and dignity of the classica. The fifthj — infinitely 
painstaking and analytical from a technical standpoint — developed m y 
technique and taught m e modern principles of relaxed muscles. This 
teacher's ideas of interpretation were unpoetic and rigid, but that was a 
matter of personal temperament, and did not affect m e at all. 

The sixth teacher — one of the greatest pianists of the present day 
— inspired m e by hia conceptions, his enthusiasm, and his unfailing 
interest and vitality. His instruction covered every element of piano 
playing — and hia lucid manner of explaining the technical means of 
expressing the miasical thought, waa altogether illuminating." (J. D.). 

"Of m y many teachers, I will mention here the two from w h o m I 
received the most valuable instruction. 

Throughout the period of student life, m y teacher's mood, or attitude 
of mind influenced m e more than his corrections, The traits in two great 
masters that affected m e most strongly were, in the one pessimism; in the 
other optimism; in the one doubt, in the other faith. 

One, a man of cold intellectual, and rather negative temperament, 
undermined myself—confidence, not so much by his criticisms, which were 
seldom harsh,; as by lii attitude of distrust. I have been so overpowered, 
— hypnotized, — by hia belief that I could not play a certain passage, 
as to fail miserably in that which I had fully mastered. When, jjodging; 
m e from his long experience with other pupils, he took it^b'f granted 
that I did not know m y lesson,.it was like-lifting-a dead weight, or like 
trying to turn the wind from east to south, to convince hiin that 1 did. 
At times I found myself almost helpless, at others I struggled to play 
against this influence, and occasionally succeeded in doing myself Juatice. 

His.strong mentality seemed to will m e to make mistakes, and I 
made them often because I was expected to do so. W h a t praise he gave 
m e was somewhat grudgingly bestowed, and there was no joy, no hope 
in it. A little less bad than usual, that was the feeling his commen
dation inspired. 

Yet he was a man of the highest artistic ideals, thoroughly con
scientious, of noble and refined character, and"with a fair sense of justice. 
The letter of hia instruction was of pure gold, — and the spirit waa 
of lead. 

The second teacher, — a genial atheiat, muaioally apeaking, I found 
more helpful. H e believed nothing and yet everything. H e waa open 
to conviction. In working with him I attained a quiet 'assurance, — a 
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hopeful sense that success might be just around the corner, waiting for 
me, that stimulated and consoled. His quiet courtesy, and calm dis
passionate manner of criticism, soothed m y nerves, and I began 1°' *^^ 
first time, to use brains as well as fingers, in the lesson, — to think 
on m y feet. iv, • 

As time went on, I became conscious that a vein of keen enthusiasm 
underlay his emotionless surface. That inborn love of art, -which is as 
vitally necessary to good teaching, as good playing, made him ever 
charitable to m y faults, and ever hopeful for m y progress. 

The first teacher was supersensitive to all that was bad and in
artistic, — the second was alive to all that waa promising or in some 
degree excellent in m y work. The one crushed, the other raised, the 
spirit of his pupils. If I once got fairly started, and ventured to let go, 
to forget myself, and to launch forth into something resembling an in
dividual interpretation, he kindly forebore, for a time to criticize. Never 
was 1 snubbed, or brought rudely to earth, never made to "feel m y place" 
as a beginner. Nor did he crush m e with weighty silence at the close. 
I have seen teacher No. 1 light his cigar in a vacuum of speech that 
was worse than annihilation. Not so teacher No. 2. H e mercifully let 
m e play, (if not too badly) and with a nod, a gesture, a well timed 
accent, or a snatch of accompaniment, joined hands, so to speak, with 
m y struggling inspiration, and helped it to rise. 

To sum up, I would say that the traits in m y teachers that have 
affected m e most, and that I believe affect all pupils keenly, are the 
attitude of faith or of distrust. For one who doubts. m y ability I "can 
do nothing. For one who believes that all things are possible, I can do 
wonders." (E. F. "W.). 

W e have quoted the above statements at length because 
they echo the Opinions of many. For instance, G.L.B. states 
that "the traits in iny teachers that have affected m e most .were 
those that made m e feel at ease in their presence, that showed 
a sincere interest in m y progress, appreciation of m y best efforts, 
and understanding of m y weak points, together with optimistic 
encouragement, towards overcoming what was faulty." Another 
eminent artist (A. F.) states that the teacher's encouragement 
as to future achievement affected him most. Still another (J.M. G.) 
writes: "The ability to inspire m e to feel that I had talents 
which hard work would develop, and that I was (or was not) 
accomplishing what I should." 

Of the 95 musicians who have answered question 2 only 
one claims not to have been affected by'the personality of the 
teacher. H e writes; "As I am almost an autodidact, there is not 
much for m e to answer... But as far as I remember, the 
personality of m y teacher did not in the least influence m y 
musical studies. This is very remarkable as with all m y other 
studies, the personality of the teacher was perhaps the most 
important factor." 

In conclusion we may state that the purport of this sec
tion is to prove that the traits in the teacher do affect the 
pupils, as the replies of the 94 ipusicians plainly show. The above 
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statements are also evidences of the fact, that some were so 
impressed by the personahty of the teacher, that they were 
compelled to write at length in order to emphasize this impor
tant point. 
Question 3. 

Do you memorize easily? 
N o w we come to a less intangible problem; one that has 

been much tested in the psychological laboratories by experi
mental methods; the problem of memory. Of our 100 subjects, 
64 find it easy to memorize; 22 find it difficult; 12 fairly so; 
1 is uncertain; and 2 do not reply. Apparently there are con
siderable individual differences which is only what we should 
expect to find. 

But more interesting is the question as to how the mem
orizing is accomplished? 
Question 4. 

How do you memorise? (Do you see notes? Do you, learn 
by muscular sense? Or by hearding the piece?) 

Does having imagery help? A n d if so, what kind of 
imagery? Does visualizing; that is a picture, be it of the notes 
themselves or of anything else—help? Or is auditory imagery a 
greater help: — hearing, as it were, with the inner ear the melody 
or any feature of it? A n d what is the role of the muscular 
sense — the feeUng in-.muscle and tendon? 

From table 4; given below, we see that visual and audi
tory imagery are well-nigh tied for the lead, while the muscu
lar sense follows as third. Then follow in turn structure and 
analysis. This is an interesting feature; for these musicians it 
is not the sensory field that aids so much, as it is the purely 
iutellectual processes; probably structure and analysis are closely 
akin and should be combined which would mean that 36 are 
aided by this force of activity rather than by any form of pure 
imagery. Stamping in suggests repetition as the main element; 
and digestion suggests the same with the emphasis • on a kind 
of internal repetition. Mnemonics, an artificial scheme, is used 
by but two. Instinct and "knowing sense" can probably be 
interpreted to mean the same extreme ease and natural power 
of ready retention. These findings are quite in keeping •with 
other experimental work in psychology which emphasizes the 
fact of great individual differences, and the varied means that 
are helpful to different individuals. There is no one medium 
that is better than another; for one it is one form of imagery, 
for another it is some other vehicle. 
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This involves a very important point in pedagogy—for if 
different people learn easiest in different ways, it is clearly folly 
to attempt to teach all by the same method or to force all to 
use the method easiest for the teacher. H e may learn through 
visualizing but the pupil may use that medium least and m a y 
learn readiest through analysis, let us say. 

TABLE 4, 
45 give 
41 „ 
34 „ 
24 „ 
11 „ 
12 „ 
4 „ 
4 „ 
3 „ 
1 ,-, 
2 „ 
1 „ 
1 „ 

183 iten 

"Visual 
Auditory , . . . . . 
Muscular 
Structure 
Stamping in 
Analysis 
Knowing Sense . . . 
No reply , , . • • 
Instinct . . • •,-v • 
Digestion 
Mnemonics . . . . 
Photographic Impressior 
Don't know . . . •. 

IS mentioned . . . . 

24.73 Vs 
. 22.73 '/, 
, 15.06 2/* 
.11.98^8 
, 6.66̂ /3 
, 6.91^3 

2.45 
. 4.— 
. 2.— 
. 1.— 
. —.45 
i - 1 . — 

. 1.— 
100.-% 

Still more interesting is the combination of-these elements 
which we find, and as shown in Table 5. Though visual and 
auditory combined are given as S6 out of 183 items, yet visual 
alone is given but 13 times. The 'sam« is true of auditory, 
while struQture alone is given but 4 times, and analysis alone 
but 3. 

W e find each combined in many ways with all the other 
factors. In one case, 'we find as many as five elements com
bined ; in twelve cases four elements; in eteven three elements— 
in twenty-six cases two elements;—in forty—one cases but one 
is mentioned; (omitting five who did not know or did not reply). 

This is in accord with studies made recently in the realm 
of imagery with other kinds of material. Formerly it was be
lieved that people could be classified as visuahzers or as audiles 
or as motiles (that is users of images of motion). It was thought 
that belonging in one class precluded belonging in any other 
class. But the latest results of experimental efforts has proved 
this to be untrue. It seems more likely that having great powers 
of imagery in one field is rather an indication of gifts of this 
nature in other fields. That is, the person who is a fine visua-
lizer is apt to be also able to have clear auditory images, and 
the person who is poor in visual imagery is apt to be likewise 
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unable to obtain sharp auditory imagery. Hence it is to be 
expected that we rarely find a type that - employs one type- of 
imagery alone, but that it is far more common to And so-
caUed mixed types. For example, T. Carl Whitmer writes that he 
memorizes "by analysis—harmonic and structural. Then I know 
it, see it, .feel it (muscularly), hear it, which 'checks off- ten
dency to autdmatic'musoular lapses." Constantin von Sternberg 
states that-the "four memories combine; the visual, muscular, 
auditory and formal. D o not know the proportions. Never 
'memorized,' just 'remembered." Other informants write ag 
follows: "Memorize in three ways—by the, sound, theoretically, 
and by the tone or chord picture in its arrangement on the 
keys (not by the notes)." Arthur Van W . Eltinge. 

"... I -do -not see, the printed page before m e when playing 
from mem-ory, though I understand some can do this, and I 
think.it would be the ideal way; I see the notes on the key
board. I see tkem coming always a little in advance of where 
I a m playing, so that m y process is a transferring of the print
ed notes to the key-board. I would not consider learning'by 
muscular sense, or by hearing the piece a sure way of memo
rizing. However, some persons seem to have an automatic 
repeater situated somewhere in their head which will instantly 
register a musical composition, and without any effort on the 
part of the persons..." (G. Br agnail.) 

"I often have the piece memorized before I am aware of 
it.' In other words, I. know it, before I know I know it. I 
do hot memorize visually. M y first process o'f memoriz;ing is 
purely muscular. Afterwards, I memorize consciously. I finally 
know m y pieces so thoroughly, that if it were necessary, I could 
write out every, note, fingering, phrasing etc., away from. the 
•piano." (C. Adler) 

"(Up to the age of 21, did it entirely by muscular sense). 
I hear it. If there are. places which are too troublesome, I 
think out^ the formation of chords,, and the outline of phrases." 
(J.D.) 

"By muscular sense, reinforced afterwards by visualization 
and by structural analysis." (Harold Henry) 

"Study entire composition, until it is well in the' fingers, 
with the continual repetition of different passages, which soon 
produces a photographic impression on the mind, note for, note 
of the entire composition." (J. Shore) i 

''At first by impressing the notes (phrase by phrase, measure 
by measure) on iny mind, until the piece gets 'into the fingers'; 
then it is played without oonsciouslyseeing or thinking notes.''. 
(L. V. Kunitz) 

http://think.it
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"By hearing and reading the music and by an instinctive 
insight into its harmonic, melodic and contrapuntal structure.•-
(Arthur Hartmann) 

"By aU three (visual, muscular, auditory), -and by memory 
of harmony, and by mnemotechny." (Carl Fique) 

"By visuahsing, by a certain unconscious photographic pro
cess." (Victor Harris) 

Table 5 shows us the list of elements as given by the 
too artists. 

13 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
1 
2 
18 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE 5. 
Visual 

, and auditory 
, „ muscular 
, „ stamping in 
, „ analysis 
, „ structure 
, auditory, and structure. 
, muscular and analysis. 

„ „ auditory 
„ „ Structure 

, „ auditory and analysis 
,, „ „ knowing sense. 
„ „ Knowing sense and Structure 
„ „ and Structure 

, „ „ „ and mnemonics 
„ „ „ Mnemonics. 
„ „ „ Stamping in. 

'Auditory 
„ and Structure 

Muscular 
„ and Stamping in. 
„ „ Auditory. 
,. „ Instinct 
„ „ Structure 
„ Auditory and Structure 
„ „ „ Stamping in 

Structure' 
„ and instinct 
„ ,. Knowing sense 

Analysis 
,, and structure 
„ structure and stamping in 

Stamping in 
Photographic impression 
Digestion 
Don't know 
Instinct 
Knowing Sense 
No reply 

100 musicians. 
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Question 5. 
Do you play the piece from beginning to end over and over 

oigain until you, have memorized it? Or do you memorize it 
Ut by bit? 

The above question considers the method of learning rather 
than the vehicle whereby this learning is carried on. That is, 
learning "bit by bit" versus learning by wholes, which means 
repeating from start to finish over and over again until the 
material is memorized. 

W e have quite a little material on this question in other 
fields which it may be worth while reviewing briefly here. 
Actual experiments have tended to show that learning bit by 
hit is not economical and slower than learning by wholes. For 
in the former, associations are formed that have to be unlearned. 
Each time one bit is rehearsed, there is an association formed 
between this bit or rather between the end of this bit and the 
beginning of it, whereas in the completed selection, that end 
is to be associated -with the beginning of the next phrase. Thus 
in learning poetry, if we commit to memory a stanza at a time, 
w e are connecting the last word in that stanza with the first 
word of that same stanza rather than with the first word of 
the next stanza, which in the finished product is to foUow it. 

Further experimentations have shown that quahfications 
are necessary, however, to make this rule hold good. If the 
selection to be memorized is too long, this method is not advan
tageous, for it becomes discouraging and wearying. It is better 
in that case to di'vide that whole into parts, but the larger the 
unit used the "better. Again if some particularly hard passage 
intervenes that acts, as a stumbling block, it is wiser to master 
that difficulty and then incorporate it in the whole. 

In the light of these facts, it is interesting to note, that-
66 of our group of 100 class themselves as users of the bit 
by bit method as against only 14 who use the "whole" method. 
Of course this does not necessarily disprove the results'of the 
above statements. The .data here given represent facts that 
refer to methods used after habits had been acquired. The 
psychology of habit formation is so well known that we need 
but mention the fact that the breaking of old habits is a 
difficult task and the estabhshment of uew ones equally hard. 

It would be an experiment well worth while for some 
musicians to test the matter scientifically in their own field. 
O f course, it would be necessary to use selections of the same 
degree of difficulty, to use the same person as subject, and 
to have all conditions alike, including the absence of old habits 
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that would otherwise have to be eradicated. It might well 
be that better methods would prove less wasteful of time and 
energy. It is, however, unwise to apply the results of investigation 
in other fields to the field of music without knowing by means 
of studies that they apply here too. The question is nevertheless 
an eminently practical one and would warrant more consid
eration than it has thus far received. 

The following interesting rephes were received, and m a y 
be profitable to quote here: 

"I read the composition carefully a few times noting at 
each reading some point or other which I memorize- on the 
spot. After becoming familiar with the general outline, I work 
more narrowly, fixing certain harmonic progressions and trans
positions and sequences. Then 1 begin taking the composition 
from the beginning and actually learning every note. All this 
is done from the various sta.ndpoints of musical form, harmonic 
structure and physical sensation. I mean the feehng in the 
hands of every chord or passage , , ." (A, L,) 

Another writes, "I take the first four bars (in very simple 
pieces 8); play them first from the music, then attempt to 
play them without about three times (the third time it is 
generally faultlessly 'impressed'). Then I take the next four 
and do the same; then I combine the first eight, the same 
way; then I add four more; then I take the 12; and so on. 
In reviewing, I take a page at a time," (L. v, K,) 

"I love to get it all qidckly by ear, but expejience has 
taught mo to do bits . . ." (Y.) 

"I make myself familiar with the work — then memorize 
it bit by bit." (A. V. W . E.) 

"I memorize bit by bit, measure by measure, backwards 
and forwards, right hand, left hand, both together, Ijy harmonic 
analysis, and by writing it out." (Q. L. T.) 

"Memorizing becomes easy when done systematically, that 
is I play the new piece through several times slowly to get a 
general outline of it and then memorize it part by part; and at 
the same time if difficult, practice it as an exercise." (L. A.) 

"In the beginning it was not natural forme to memorize; 
but I determined to memorize. The first piece of any impor
tance 1 memorized was Chopin's Scherzo Op. 31. This piece 
I memorized a line at a time as one would memorize poetry, 
going back each time and playing as far as memorized with 
the new line added. I played the piece successfully in concert, 
and nothing could disturb m e on it now. Some few pieces I 
have memorized without setting about doing it. Simply by 
playing it so much. I remember in the case of Rubinstein's 



Talse Caprice, I thought I would try one day and see how 
far I could go, and was .greatly surprised when I went way 
through. In this case I hked the piece very much, but I do 
not generally memorize in this way. I now memorize a page 
at a time adding another page at a second sitting . . ." (G. B.) 

"I practice a. piece in parts: Passages, motives , , , and 
•often at the slowest rate of movement until my hands command 
the -technical difficulties, my ears get used to the musical 
effects, and my visual sense pictures the-notes before me , . 
In addition' I wish to remark, I read the notes as if it were 
a, book, without using my instrument ..." (J. M.) 

"My memorizing process begins with structural analysis. 
After the large outlines of the composition are impressed upon 
the mind, I take one musical period, or if too long: one phrase 
or motiv at a time and concentrate my attention upon it. 
Memory-practice consists of a mental review of the parts already 
memorized, to which new parts are constantly added." (A. P.) 

The following table summarizes for us the rephes to 
question -5: T A B L E 6. 
66 give "Bit by Bit" 
14 „ "Whole" 
14 „ Sometimes "bit by bit" and at times "whole" iboth 

together). 
1 cannot say 
1 Lets it sink in 
1 "I cannot explain how I memorize. It comes to me naturally. 
1 "Unconsciously, and when I play, I try to have a mental 
photograph of the music in my mind." 

1 says, "Neither. I memorize the most difficult things (musi
cally and technically) first." 

1 does not reply. 
lOO musicians. 

Question 6. 
Have you ever overpractised apiece, as an athlete overtrains? 

If so, did you improve or deteriorate? 
Rephes are summarized as fohows: 

(a) 47 say "Yes" 
30 „ "No" 
1 states seldom . ^̂  
1 "Never practices like an athlete overtrains. 
1 is not famihar with condition. 
2 do not remember 

18 do not reply. 
100 subjects 
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(b) 42 deteriorate and say yes. 
1 improves 
5 merely say yes 

23 „ „ no. 
5 deteriorate but answer no (which no doubt means 

that they had no such. experience, but if such condi
tions exist, the subject would deteriorate) 

1 Overtrains 
2 do not temember 
1 not familiar with condition 
1 never practices hke an athlete overtrains. 
1 gives "no"- Leave it alone 

18 do not reply 
100 subjects 

Thus we find again no uniformity among the Tephes; 47 
have had the experience of oyerpractising a piece, and 30 
have not; 2 do not remember, 1 not famihar with condition, 
1 seldom, 1 does not practice hke an athlete overtrains, and 
18 do not reply. One person only claims to have improved 
thereby; the rest felt bad results either deteriorating or feeling 
at least overtrained. 

Of the informants who claim that they overpractice F. W . R . 
writes that "all musicians overpractice; the only thing to do 
is to let it rest awhile." 

"I find that there comes a time in the study of every 
piece (especially during student years)" writes A. L., "when a 
continued study does not produce any improvement. W h e n 
this point is reached, it is best to lay the piece aside (provided 
the study has been in earnest); it will be found that one can 
play that same piece much better six months hence, and without 
further practice than if one continues practicing it." 

"When a piece has been overpraoticed, it is best to put 
it aside for a time. E. M. S." 

H o w long the piece need be put aside, no doubt, 
depends upon each individual student. 

C. W . writes that "he overpraoticed as a student. Piece 
deteriorates in spontaneity more than in accuracy." 

Of the artists who do not believe in overpractice, J. E. S. 
writes: "Never have overpraoticed, to m e it seems impossible 
to do that, if you keep your inners elf in touch with what you 
play." Another, L.v. K,, states about the same thing, but 
couched in other language: "You cannot 'overpractice' if you 
practice in the right way. If there is needless effort or physical 
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exhaustion, you are bound to deteriorate if you persist. If 
you practice too fast, on the verge of 'cramping', you are 
altogether on the wrong track." 

RafaelJoseffy states that "overpractice should be discouraged 
as destructive to mental freshness and enthusiasm." 

In conclusion, we may say with Earle T. Wayne, that if 
we "have gone 'stale' on pieces from too much practice; it is 
best to leave them alone until mind and fingers have had a 
rest by change of pieces." 

Section 2. 

Teaching Process. 

If we agree to the findings already presented in the first 
pages of this study, we shall have to confess that the discuss
ion of the points asked under the heading of the teaching pro
cess are not so very valuable. For we saw that "methods" of 
the teacher" are not, after all, as important as -we often are 
inclined to believe. 

Yet much has been written on the psychology of learning 
and the applications of these principles in method. There has 
been much discussion as to the relative advantages of inductive 
and deductive method, for example. Shall one begin by enun
ciating general principles and then proceed to specific instances 
that this rule includes? Or conversely, shall one say nothing 
about the general rule but rather cite specific instances until 
the law itself is evolved? B y which means are facts grasped 
more clearly; when do they possess more significance? Or are 
there certain subjects where one has advantage and other sub
jects where the reverse is true? 

It seems pretty generally recognized that in manual training 
it is better to present a concrete example and allow the pupil 
to copy that. Thus it is difficult to attempt to give a rule for 
sewing, for making a hem, let us say; it is far easier to show 
the pupil what he is to do—to say "hold your needle so, and 
the thread so and then proceed in this manner," than to ask 
the pupil to follow the rule given in the sewing manual. Such 
matters are difficult to express clearly and to interpret; much 
more easily can the child look at the teacher, see what she is 
doing, and how she is doing it and then attempt to do likewise. 
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Once the skiU is acquired, the child may be told the principle 
that lies back of it. 

H o w largely this apphes in other types of work is another 
question. O n the other hand, is there not a part of musical 
production that depends on skill that betokens control of the 
physical organ? Right use of the fingers, of the mnscles of 
the arms, etc.; or the contractions of the muscles of the throat, 
of the diaphragm, etc. Are such phases of instruction best learned 
as matters of habit that becomes automatically performed with
out any necessity for understanding, at first at least, the why 
and wherefore? This, of course, need not apply to the inter
pretative phases where originality and real thought are essen
tials,'" 

Let us no-w turn to the replies to the questions on the 
blank: 
Question 7. In teaching, do you first try to form habits in your 

pupils, presenting principles later? 
Question 8, Or do you emphasize the principles first? 
Question 9. Or do you present both together? 
, Tables 7 and 8 summarize for us the replies of the 100 
artists: 

TABLE 7. 
15 give Habits first . . 
43 „ Principles first . 
58 „ Both together . 
13 „ Depends upon pupils. 
7 ,, N o reply . . 

9.75 

31.412/-5 
44.25 
7.58 i/,3 
7 

136 items 100.00"/, 0 

TABLE 8. 
7 give Habits alone 
1 „ „ (depends upon pupil) 
1 „ „ „ „ „ and also both together 
2 „ „ Principles and both together 
1 „ ,, and both together 
3 ' „ „ Principles,bothtogether,anddependsuponpupil. 

22 „ Principles 
15 „ „ and both together 
1 „ „ and depends upon pupil 

33 „ Both together 
3 „ „ „ depends upon pupil 
4 „ Depends upon pupil 
7 „ N o reply 

100 artists. 
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W e thus find that in 15 instances habits are formed first, 
that is the habits are formed before the principle is enunciated. 
In 43 cases the reverse is true: here the principle is given first; 
in 58 cases the two are given simultaneously, A number of 
teachers feel that it depends upon the pupil—13 state this 
while 7 do not reply at all. If we analyze the replies further, 
we see that 22 consider the giving of the principle sufficient; 
it is to be supposed in these eases that the pupil is supposed 
to apply the principle in practice. For the student who has 
had Uttle training this would seem to be rather precarious. It 
is so difficult to be sure that a person really understands a fact 
and can of his own initiative apply it rightly. If he does he 
is apt to form wrong habits that will perhaps prove difficult 
to eradicate, 33 would always present both together, and only 
7 would depend upon habit alone. 

Gustavo L. Becker •writes: "For m y very young pupils 
habits of mind and muscles. For grown up people principles 
first. Both together (habits and principles) from 10 to 15 years 
of age if practicable. In all cases I use ju(Jgment and dis
crimination." 

"This is m y way: I find pupils want reasons for what they 
do. Well explained principles make the formation of habit 
easier", writes H. McLean Griggs. Albert Lockwood states: 
"I present principles first. I find that one cannot always do 
this, however, since the age, intelligence and other factors modify 
m y plans ...". Another informant writes, "as m y pupils are all 
over the age of 16, I teach principles." 

Practically the saine point Js under discussion in the next 
question; 
Question 10. 
(a) How important do you think unconscious imitation is 
in learning? (b) H o w much do you ask the pupil to imitate 
something you do before him? 

The part that unconscious imitation plays in learning is 
not identical with the foregoing where conscious imitation is 
often involved. In unconscious imitation we do not present 
a model, so to speak, but we presume the pupil will be influen
ced by what he sees. This means of aiding the pupil seems 
to be fairly often recognized as a valuahle one, and as may 
also be seen in the following table which gives us the views 
of the 100 artists. 

he Musiei-in's Mmtl. 3 
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T A B L E 9. 
29 give unconscious imitation as important 
12 „ „ „ „ .„ and emphasize in

dividuality 
2 give unconscious imitation as important and emphasize 

originality 
3 give unconscious imitation as important and emphasize 

reasoning and individuality 
5 give unconscious imitation as important, reasoning, de

velop power of thinking 
7 give unconscious imitation as important, asking imitation 

depends on pupils 
6 give unconscious imitation as important and ask for imitation 
2 ,, „ „ „ ,, but do not ask for 

imitation 
5 give „ „ „ „ ask imitation as. a 

last resort 
5 give unconscious „ „ „ at the beginning 
1 merely states develop power of thinking 
1 ,, „ „ „ ,, „ and heart 
1 says develop individuality 
2 „ little value- develop power of thinking 
1 says there is unconscious imitation but should not be ... 
1 „ „ ,. is not important 
1 ,, no, develop individuality; gives little to imitate 
4 give no individuality 
4 „ „ reasoning 
1 warns pupils not to imitate him 
1 cannot answer because it depends upon pupil (teaches each 

in:."!ividually) 
1 says "no" imitation as a last resort. 
5 do not answer 

Too" 
Thus 29 of our artists consider unconscious hnitation as 

alone important, and an effective means of teaching. "Of course 
the teacher must be free from all that is artistically harmful." 
A number of others beheve it to be valuable provided that 
the teacher emphasizes reasoning as well. That is, there seems 
to be some fear that imitation may be used too exclusivelv 
and the individuality of the pupil suffer thereby. 11 or about 
107o would not employ it at ah, or rather would discourage 
it; for it is doubtful if one can eliminate it altogether. A s 
Rafael Joseffy very well states "there is unconscious imitation, 
but it should not be. It prevents growth, progress and destroys 
individuality." (Mr. Joseffy refers to more advanced pupils.) 
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Thus we find that over 76 7o agree" that unconscious imit
ation is a factor to be reckoned with, even though One should 
safeguard it by encouraging reasoning and individuality as 
well; Ŝ /g consider imitation as an important factor in early 
training; and 5''/(, beheve it as a last resort. There seems 
thus to be a decided preponderance in favor of unconscious 
imitation as a. valuable aid in learning at some stage or to 
some extent. 

In conclusion we will quote the following interesting and 
valuable replies which speak for themselves: Imitation as being 
important. 

"It is important. The average pupil at first wiU try to 
imitate the teacher's conception of a piece. A s in hearing a 
language, you will imitate the accent well or badly as you 
hear it, so the teacher must not only have a •wide knowledge 
of music, but he must be able to express ideas worthy of 
imitation. The talented pupil •will gradually work away from 
the imitating; but we have more average than talented pupils." 
(W. J. Adams). 

Busoni also claims that "the better the pupil, the more 
independent he becomes of his teacher." 

"Everything must be done, more or less, by imitation." 
M a x Bendix. 

"I think it is very important. A pupil mth a strong 
individuality will not be injured by imitating his teacher, while 
the poor pupil will gain more through such means than by 
verbal suggestion. Of course the teacher must be free from 
all that is artistically harmful." (A. Van W . Eltinge). 

"Imitation on the part of a pupil is of the greatest, even 
of the most decisive importance." Gottfried Galston. • 

"Imitation is the basis of all technical learning. The child 
learns to speak by imitation only. But all mental achievement 
must come from presentation of fact and principle." (Percy 
Goetschius, Mus. Doc). 

"I think unconscious imitation is the best sign of real 
talent, without it all explanations and methods will not produce 
the artistic result." Hugo Greenwald. 

Jacques Friedberg states "the talented one who is capable 
of imitation will do so unconsciously due to a musical sensitive 
nature. Individuality should of course be emphasized." 

" A great deal of importance must be attached to this 
very valuable aid to teachers. W e are told that Mozirt taught 
principally by imitation." (N. V. Peavey), 

"It (imitation) develops good style according to accepted 
best models. W h e n a pupil seems dazed (or not clear) about 

3* 
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a passage, taking it photographicaUy, so to speak; its signi
ficance will become clearer in time." (M. E. Schwarz). 

"I think it is very important. Every great teacher has 
been imitated by his pupils. Liszt, the greatest pianist, had 
the greatest pupils, who imitated his style." (Anonymous, 
St. Louis). 

Sigmund Herzog also vnrites that it is "very important to 
give perfect examples. Other informants of the same opinion 
are Carl Pique, Christian Kriens, Alex. Rihm, Carl H . Tollefsen 
and D. E. Van Orden, who vsrites, "I consider imitation the 
most valuable asset to both pupil and teacher.'' 

Imitation important at the beginning — until individuality 
asserts istelf: 

"Up to a certain stage in the advancement of a pupU 
"imitation" forms a necessary part of the procedure, but this 
is not always the case, however, as in some pupils their own 
adaptability is worth more consideration than more imitation, 
which after all may mean but self-conceit on the part of the 
teacher." Franz C. Bornschein. 

"Unconscious imitation is exceedingly valuable up to a 
certain point in the development. There must come a time 
when he must be trained to allow his personahty to assert 
itself." Harold Henry. 

"I rely a good deal on imitation as a starting point, but 
try to get the pupil to find a reason, and establish a principle 
for everything. Otherwise he •will never become independent." 
Mary Larned. 

"Imitation is an important factor in early training, but I 
consider clear thinking and grasping of correct principles more 
important." (Leo Oehmler). 

"In very young pupils it might be of value. Results are 
more satisfactory when we build on sound reasoning rather than 
imitation." (A. Pinter). 

"Every pupil is expected to imitate his teacher until he 
reaches a state of proficiency which permits individuality." 
(A. Saslar). 

"Imitation is very essential in the beginning; it forms a 
perfect foundation. After aU style is all that can be imitated." 
(J. Shore), 

"Tremendous importance until indi^viduahty in pupil begins 
to assert itself." Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler. 

Imitation as a last resort. 

"I use the idea of imitation as a last resort, for I believe 
a pupil imitates a teacher sufficiently w:ithout suggesting imi-
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tation. A s I said before, only in cases where other methods 
and means prove unfruitful, do I employ imitation. Strange 
to say imitation is the easiest method for the teacher to use, 
and shows greater results at first, but only at first. The lasting 
impressions are either those that have been indelibly engraved 
upon the brain through clear logical explanation, or through 
truths found out t)y personal experience." (Clarence Adler). 

"Only to a limited extent do I depend upon imitation to 
get results, rather strive to create a desire from •within to express 
some musical thought and encourage indî vidual experimen
tation . . , After inner resources of origination and impulse 
have been sufficiently drawn upon, then the example of what 
the teacher considers better may be given for imitation," 
Gustave L. Becker. 

Imitation used judiciously: I require the pupil as far as 
possible, to do his own thinking, and to work from the prin
ciples taught. But I often find it necessary, particularly in 
interpretation, to show how something must be done, I find 
imitation very, important if used judiciously. But it must not 
he allowed to sacrifice the independence of the pupil." Helen 
J. Andrus. 

Imitation is good to make 2Mpils understand ideas: "In 
teaching, I study m y pupil and teach him according to his 
faculty of comprehension. Imitation is good, in m y opinion, 
to make pupils understand ideas, but m y aim is individuality 
and thorough understanding." Leonhard Adams. 

"Imitation is valueless unless the idea back of yOiii play
ing is grasped by the imitator." Clara Damrosch Mannes. 

Illustration brings quicker results: "Illustration of both 
technical and tonal matter brings quicker and better results 
than any other method. In matters of technique, great dis
cretion must be exercised, as hands vary so greatly in size, 
shape, etc. In matter of tone, color, and of phrasing, illu
stration is invaluable; as the pupil can nearly always imitate 
what his ear retains — (being given the technical means). I never 
play a piece through to a pupil until after he has read it, for 
I always wish to discover what he can make of it for himself 
at a first reading. That is the best kind of test of general 
•progress or lack of it, in point of rhythm, shading, and general 
conception of the composition. 

Unconscious imitation can bring either good or bad results, 
depending upon the teacher- I have had pupils come to m e 
with most deplorable mannerisms only to find that they are 
those of the former teacher. One girl waved her elbows about 
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like a chicken flapping its wings- and many similar cases have 
come to m y attention. O n the other hand, the most dehghtful. 
results are sometimes evident from unconscious imitation." 
Jessie Da^vis. 

Poor teacher whose pupils play all alike: "What the teacher 
shows the pupil, should be more in the nature of an object 
lesson, than for the purpose of imitation. I never insist on 
a pupil thoughtlessly imitating m y way. A n d I think it is a 
very poor teacher, whose pupils play all alike, no matter how 
great his renown is or how much he happens to be the fashion. 
All the skill, all constructive knowledge of music, and aU 
emotional manifestation is worthless mthout the individual 
stamp." Luigi von Kunitz. 

"I try to induce the pupil to develop. his own powers 
of thinking. If he arrives at a different conclusion than m y 
own, and can give legitimate reasons for it, I let him retain 
this so as not to stunt the development of personality." Frank 
La Forge. 

"A good teacher should make the pupil economize time, 
effort and energy: A good teacher should make a* pupil under
stand the logic or science or philosophy of technique and 
phrasing, or whatever it be — and shoiu the pupil hoiv to ivm-k 
when aivay from the teacher — show him how to economize 
time, effort and energy." Arthur Hartmann. 

Section 3. 

Performance. 

Question il. 
Does actually having the emotion at the time of playing 

help you to play^ ivell? 
The question as to whether it is possible actually to 

experience the emotion one is portraying, and if possible whether 
a help in the portrayal, is indeed a moot one. Much has been 
said on both sides and am agreement has ever been reached. 
There are those who believe that the actual experience of the 
emotion is impossible in cases where the performance is frequent, 
tha,t the strain of this would prohibit one from frequent repetition 
if it were true. Emotion, they say, in real life, is extremely 
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fatiguing; it is wearing and to feel emotion in an artistic 
reproduction of real hfe in the same degree that one would 
experience if the condition were real instead of assumed, would 
be a human impossibility. 

Again the real emotions are very difficult to control; we 
go to great extremes under the stress of them particularly if 
they are violent. But art requires proportion and balance, if 
it be art at all. Now, proportion and balance are lacking 
entirely when we are actually under the influence of great 
emotion. The pathetic often appears ludicrous to the onlooker; 
the humorous, merely silly or even disgusting. W e do not 
control great emotions by thought, great feeling sways thought 
aside. These facts would militate, against such uncontrolled 
emotions in an artistic portrayal. 

O n the other hand, there are those who do not agree to this 
logical analysis, those who believe that re-living the scene through 
as though it were real is essential to a life-like and effective 
representation. Yet we must recognize that there is one great 
difficulty in the whole discussion. Our judgments are based 
on introspection and since this' is true, we cannot be sure that 
all persons mean the same even though they use the same 
terms. W h e n some say: " W e must have the same emotion 
that we actually experience in real hfe", do they mean just 
this? D o they mean that we must suffer all the poignancy and 
agony of real grief or do they mean that we must imagine 
how w e would behave under the stress of such grief, and 
then portray such action in a manner corresponding to actuality 
so that the onlooker shall perceive the conditions that are 
being depicted? At any rate, it is a difficult matter to interpret 
the expressed opinions on this question. 

If we forego aU interpretations of the replies and merely 
state in figures the gist of them, we find the following: 

73 state that ha^ving the emotion aids. 
9 „ „ „ „ „ does not aid. 
2 are uncertain, but admit feehng is present (Cannot 

play without it). 
16 do not reply. 
100 

Question 12. 
Does thinking about the emotion aid more? 
This question asks for the opinion regarding the value of 

intellectually calling up the emotion that is to be portrayed. 
Here we find the rephes to be: 
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50 state that thinking about the emotion aids. 
28 „ „ „ „ „ does not aid. 
2 are uncertain. 
2 state that it is difficult to discriminate. 
2 „ „ they do not think about the emotions, 

they feel it. 
1 does not know. 

15 do not reply. 
100 subjects. 

Question 13. 
Can one combine the two, and is that best? 
A s for the possibility for combining the two, we find that 

66 think this ia possible, 
14 „ „ ,, not possible. 
15 do not reply. 
3 are uncertain. 
2 don't know. 

roo"" 
Whatever we may beheve as a matter of logic and reason, 

we see here that the majority (73) of our suhjects feel that in 
their own experience the actual presence of the emotion is an 
aid in performance; while 50"/^ believe that intellectually 
calling up the emotion and the reaction that would result 
therefrom is likewise a benefit. Of course the two overlap, 
as is shown by the fact that as many as 66 think it possible 
to cpmbine the two. 

Many of our informants write that "it seems almost im
possible to think long of an emotion without actually feeling 
or arousing it. Two artists state that they do not think of 
an emotion but feel it. It may be profitable to say here that 
the common experiences of life are generally classified in three 
groups: (1) knowing (thinking); (2) feeling, and (3) willing. 
This classification is also used by many psychologists. But we 
must realize that there is no sharp line of dî vision between 
consciousness of the knowing^^sort, and that of the feeling, or 
willing, sort. Usually we knovv (think), feel, and will at the 
same time. Thus when we speak of feeling and emotion, we 
generahy have the thinking and willing sort in the background, 
while the feeling or emotion holds the centre of the stage, so 
to speak. If there is more of the knowing or thinking sort, 
we cah it the intellectual state, but feeling is always present 
even if in the minimal. That is, feeling and thinking are 
closely interwoven. 

W e may react to a frighful object or image instinctively, 
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or we may first interpret the situation and then get the feeling 
or emotion. In the latter case the feeling or emotion depends 
upon intellectual appreciation as well as upon instinct. A s 
one psychologist states, we "must take into consideration in 
the emotion the acquired knowledge of the individual as well 
as the racial instincts. The emotional response is to the total 
situation plus its intellectual interpretation, rather than merely 
to the stimulus." 

Habit formation of feelings and emotions. — It is interesting 
to find that many of our artists ma'ster the emotional effects 
at home, just as they master technical, intellectual or any other 
kind of effects. That is to say, we may acquire habits of 
feelings and emotions as well as technical or intellectual habits; 
or in John C. Grigg's words, "we may have technique of ex
pression." Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler tells us that she does 
all her preparations at home technically, intellectually and emo
tionally; and before the audience she gives, herself up entirely. 
That is, the thinking of the emotion, and then forming habits 
of feelings or emotions, are all practiced and worked out at 
home. For example, Gustave L. Becker states that "if one 
can combine the two (1 & 2) it is best, otherwise one had 
better have the emotion while practicing, and form the habit..," 
Elizabeth N e w m a n writes that "actually having the emotion at 
the moment of playing does help, but I am usually too nervous 
to have it at that time, I think it well to have the piece 
worked out according to the emotion, and be able to use 
the expression mechanically when nervousness overpowers one," 
Albert Lockwood writes: "If I have fully mastered the emo
tional effect I •wish to produce, then I often do it better the 
less I think about it during the performance." 

Andor Pinter says, "All the technical factors in producing 
the picture; clear phrasing, correct dynamic outline, metrical 
freedom (rubato), tone-color, as well as the physiological require
ments of speed, endurance, muscular exactness, should have been 
fuUy fixed by painstaking preparation and should occupy the 
mind of the performer to the complete exclusion of all other 
thoughts. But the emotions generated by the work of art, when 
truthfuUy presented, wiU be shared by the performer as well 
as the hstener and will be a helpful factor in playing." 

T w o of our informants L. von Kunitz and C. von Stern
berg, write that one cannot tell the degree in which emotion 
is likely to be present. " H o w much of one's expression of feel
ing is prepared; how much the moment' adds to it. — I do not 
think any artist can measure, though he may honestly think 
that he can," says the latter. 
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Controlled- emotions: Many of our artists state that actually 
having the emotions at the moment of playing helps one to 
play weU, but that they must be under control. ''If one has 
temperament, it will be quite impossible for him to conceal it: 
if he keeps it under thoughtful control, the effect wiUbe better," 
writes A. Van W . Eltinge. "You must have the emotions, but 
they must be under control," says Jacques Friedberg. 

Mood. Both Max Bendix and Rafael Joseffy use the 
term "mood," The former states that "the mood affects you"; 
while the latter writes that "the mood contributes spontaneity 
and inspiration in playing." There are various degrees of each 
emotion. W e may consider the first degree as the mood. Thus 
a cheerful mood predisposes a joyful emotion; an angry mood 
has a tendency to arouse an emotion of anger or hatred. In 
Part II, of this study, we shall write more fuUy on this topic. 

Question 14. 
7s successful j^^aying a matter of technique alone? WJiat 

things are most important in causing a, successful performance? 

H o w large a factor in success of a performance is tech
nique? Naturally one cannot estimate this in terms of numb
ers. Yet one can gauge roughly the part technique plays. 
One would not expect it to be the only factor. Probably every 
one would admit that it is the means to an end. That, liow-
ever, does not lessen the value thereof; for without the means 
of accomplishing nothing can be achieved. In reality, but two 
of the replies indicate that technique alone is sufficient for a 
successful performance; 95 emphasize the fact that it, plus other 
qualifications, leads to good achievement; while 3 do not reply 
at all. 

As to the other essentials, the list is long and varied. 
Feeling leads the hst, being given by 27; of these 20 supple
ment it with touch. Next comes musicianship, though just 
what this word comprises it would be difficult to say. Surely 
it duphcates in a measure, at least, our term technique. The 
foUowing table summarizes for us the •views of the 100 artists: 

TABLE 10. 
Number per cent 

97 give Technique . . . . . . . 42.38 ^'^1.. 
27 „ Peeling 
25 „ Musicianship 
21 „ Expression , 
20 „ Touch . . . 
18 „. Confidence 
16 „ Personality . 

4.84 «/.,! 
6.20 '-%. 
4.98 *»/,; 
2.21 "/,3 
5.10 .5/3 
4.51 ^»/,,, 
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15 give Temperament 
13 „ Self Control 
12 „ Inspiration . 
12 ,, Imagination . 
9 ,, Interpretation 
7 ., Understanding 
6 „ • Knowledge . 
4 „ Talent . . -. 
2 ' „ Enthusiasm 
2 „ Spirit.... 
1 „ KC'pose . ,. 
1 „ Rhythm . . 
1 ,, . Training . . 
1 „ Unconaoiousnoss 
1 ., Tone . . . 
1 „ Spontaneity , . 
1 ,, Artistic sincerity 
1 „ Broad Sense . . 
1 „ Good physical state 
1 „ Assurance 
1 „ Style 
1 „ Atmosphere . 
3 ,, Wo reply . . 

321 items m'entioned. 

3.43 *%, 
• 3.11 i/o 
. 2,39 % 
• 2.71 "/i4 

. 3.08 i/s 
• 2.08 1/3 
. 2.25 

1.45 
• —-66 VJ 
. 1 — 
• -.33 V3 
• — - 3 3 1/3 

. -.25 

. —.50 
—.33 Vs 

. . . —.50 
. - 3 3 Vs 

. . . . —.25 
-.33 V3 

. —.50 

. -.33 Va 

. —.25 

. 3.— 
100.- % 

Thus taking the replies as a whole, wo find that many 
factors combine to make for success. "Technique is but one 
factor in many," says V. Harris, "and to be of any value at 
all, must be made an entirely subconscious one." "Techinque, 
in a.way," states L. v. Kunitz, "is the foundation; it gives you 
the quiet assuran-ce that you 'know how' and that everything 
is under your control. Y o u cannot possibly freely abandon 
yourself to the spirit of the piece, if you have any fear of 
mastering it technically." C. L. Tracy writes, "One cannot play 
well without a good technique. It is.the medium to express 
:musical thoughts or ideas. If one has no fine ideas, it is but 
rsounding brass." G. Bragnall writes, "Everyone who plays in 
public in these days must have a perfectly developed technique. 
.So perfect as not to give any anxiety or serve as a barrier to 
•expression. The successful performer must then have a sou] 
filled chuck-full of poetry, romance, imagination, fire and spir
ituality." "Technique is indispensable," says R. Joseffy, "but 
interpretation, expression and feehng (without sentimentality) 
determine the. artist," C, v, Sternberg states that "a proper 
mixture: faultless technique, keen penetration of musical thought 
and depth of feeling, are most important in causing a successful 
performance," Clara Damrosch Mannes mentions that "a sinking 
of oneself in the composition played" is important, "and such 
mastery of technique that the spirit of the work reigns sup
reme," J, Davis writes the following: " A well developed tech-
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nique is the basis and is absolutely necessary,' but is only a 
smah part of the whole. The understanding of the artist of 
every mood and emotion, and the power to get his effects over 
the footlights are essential. Personal magnetism, a highly devel
oped sense of rhythm and great •vitality and nervous energy, 
are the vital elements of successful public performance. All 
this presupposes a fine quality of intellect." W . J. A d a m s says. 
that "technique is absolutely necessary, it is the wire that. 
carries the message." 

It is self-evident that a flawless technique, combined with. 
feeling, musicianship, expression, touch, confidence, personality,. 
temperament, self—control, inspiration,imagination,interpretation^ 
understanding, talent, enthusiasm, and the other factors men
tioned in Table 10, are all important in causing a successful 
performance. That is, a "proper mixture," using C. v. Stern
berg's words, is essential. 

Question 15. 
Does the audience influence you in any way? Do you pla-if 

better when alone or before an audience? Why? 

Of the 100 persons asked, 
65 play better before a congenial, sympathetic, or intellectual 

audience 
21 play bettor when alone 
6 do not reply 
2 play better when they forget the audience 
1 says there is no difference 
1 says playing better or poorer depends upon self-confidence-
1 says playing better or poorer depends upon self-control. 
1 says plays better or poorer in public due to unusual 

surroundings 
1 merely states that he controls the audience 
1 writes that he finds out his faults before an audience. 

lOO subjfects 

Of the artists who play better before an audience, 2T 
mention that the audience must be congenial, intellectual and 
sympathetic. " A sympathetic audience helps," writes Busoni. 
'•Playing before an intellectual audience stimulates to greater 
artistic efforts", writes Joseffy. "Tko audience should be con
genial and sympathetic," says L. v. Kunitz; "then the artist 
plays better than even alone, and surprises himself; we also 
talk differently to, and feel differently with different people."" 
Carl Fique writes that "a sympathetic audience inspires m e 
to better work," 
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Fourteen (14) artists state that they play better before an 
audience, because it is stimulating. "As a rule I play better 
before an audience. It stimulates the nerves, and puts more 
life into the playing." (D. RusseU). "I play better before an 
audience, due to the stimulus of the people." (E. T. Wayne). 

Four (4) artists write that they play better before an aud
ience when thoroughly prepared. Of these Frank L a Forge 
writes, "If I a m thoroughly prepared and in good physical 
condition, the audience in'spires." H. M. Wild states: "after 
one is thoroughly prepared an audience usually stimulates." 

Five artists play better before an audience because they 
are conveying a message. "Better before an audience because 
an artist feels he is fulfiUing his mission by dehvering his 
message," writes A. Saslar who voices the opinions of the 
remaining four. 

Ten (10) artists write that at times they play better when 
alone and at times better before an audience. F. B. Zeisler 
plays better alone, technically, and better before an audience, 
emotionally. One other artist claims to have the same ex
perience. Albert Lockwood writes, "I play either better or 
worse than usual in pubhc — never just the same. I suppose it 
is the unusual or different surroundings." Victor Harris writes, 
"Yes, an audience does influence m e in many ways; in fact 
an artist who is not influenced by the audience before which 
he is appearing, must be so hard and callous that he is hardly 
deserving emotion. M y performing better or poorer before an 
audience depends, not upon the audience at all, but upon niy 
own power of self-control." Carol Whitmer plays better before 
an audience as a rule, probably because the tension increases 
one's rate of vibration. A. V a n W . Eltinge writes, "My plajdng 
when 1 a m alone, is apt to be under better control, than when 
playing before an audience, but I do not think it is as inter
esting playing, as when tinged with that excitement that an 
audience gives it." 

Of the informants who play better alone, 4 are too self-
conscious to play better before an audience; 3 are too nervous; 
1 cannot forget the audience; 1 says there is no responsibility 
in playing alone; 1 concentrates better at home; 1 lacks con
fidence A. P. writes that "the clear impossibility to measure 
the exact degree of preparedness, as well as our limitations 
of complete mental concentration, bring in the destructive emotion 
of fear of failure in front of an audience, when alone, this 
fear is absent. If I have succeeded in presenting a true artistic 
picture to m y own satisfaction and enabled the audience to 
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recognize the truth, the enthusiastic approval will help m y self-
confidence and will give m e added power." 

Thus we find that the great majority of artists, when 
thoroughly prepared, and in good physical condition, play better 
before a congenial, intellectual and sympathetic audience than 
when alone; because such an audience is helpful, inspiring,. 
and stimulating. Pearfulness, self-consciousness, nervousness, 
no respon'sibihty, are some of the reasons given for playing 
better when alone. Only one individual claims not to be in
fluenced in any way whatsoever by an audience. This is rather 
extraordinary, when we take into consideration that the audience 
is made up of conscious (thinking and feeling) indi'viduals. 
However, it is interesting to find that 94 of the 95 individuals 
who answered, this question are either favorably or unfavorably 
influenced by the audience. In conclusion, it may be profitable 
to quote the following interesting replies, as they throw some 
light on the various kinds of audiences: 

Harold Henry -writes that the audience "al-nays" influences. '-It 
would be a bad sign if it did not. I find it more difficult to play for 
a small group of people than to play either when alone or before a large 
audience. Between playing when alone or before a large audience, 
it is difficult for m e to s»y which time I play better. Jily playing m a y 
be more subjective when 1 am alone, but 1 am sure it is more brilliant 
when playing before a large audience. It is the personalities of listeners 
in a small group that affect me. I am able to sense disagreement in 
the attitude of the individual to m y work. M y snccessful performance 
in such cases is the result only ot the complete sjTnpathy of all the 
members of the group." 

"Audiences influence one in various ways,' writes Clarence Adler. 
"In most ways, however, the influeiice'is a good one; for, as a rule, aud
iences attend concerts in. anticipation of a pleasant evening's entertain
ment. This is a very helpful saggestion, and has a pleasant effect on 
the performer. There are audiences, however, who listen to an ai'tist 
with an attitude 'Now I dare you to play well'. This attitude is really 
as harmful as the former one is helpful. I will not go so far as to state 
that this attitude will affect an artist's mood or that it will entirely spoil 
his playing. It will make it much harder for him to produce good results. 
H e will have to use more energy. In short, he must combat evil forces, 
before he can start his evening's work. Realizing the presence of such 
an environment sometimes poisons the best in one's artistic makeup." 

"The audience influences the performer enormously. Personally, I do 
m y best work beforeai'smaUnumberof highly artistic persons — not necessarily 
musicians", writes J. D. "I like also to have them where I cannot see 
them, so that I have a feeling of being quite isolated, and yet feel the 
sympathetic response to m y mood. Next to that ideal environment, I 
like a very large audience where one is quite unconscious of individuals 
but is inspired by the enthusiastic interest of a throng. Most difficult 
of all is an audience of moderate size in a drawing room w-here the people 
are so near to the performer that he is conscious of the slightest move
ment, and of the smallest degree of indifference or antagonism, in a single 
individual. The performer is like a sensitized plate, and responds with 
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appalling quickness to the 'vibrations' of one mind after another, all of 
which is very distracting." 

Question 16. 
If the audience gives you added power, do you, feel this 

power immediately? If not, when? 
Of the 100 persons asked, 

79 receive added power 
17 do not reply 
1 says there is no power in the audience to make or mar. 
1 „ that the audience cripples his power 
1 ,, "Never", but •writes that some audiences are "bone 

heads", some are "flabby and phlegmatic", while others 
are "warm, impulsive and sympathetic." 

1 ,, "An audience does not give m e power, but I often 
feel that I am giving some power to the audience. 
Not alone of m y art, but also of my magnetism. The 
audience is always the gainer in m y case." 

Of the artists who receive added power, 54 of these feel 
the power immediately; 16 later; 5 state that they sometimes 
feel the power immediately and sometimes later; 1 feels only 
on special occasions, 1 mentions that it depends upon the 
composition played; 1 writes that is depends upon- the 'im
pression' received and also rests with the character of the 
audience; and 1 states it depends upon circumstances. Thus 
one artist writes (Anonymous); "Yes, I feel the power of the 
audience immediately. That is the time when I do m y best 
work. Rudoph (ranz states," I can tell a sympathetic audience 
before I touch m y piano, just in facing it, Jacques Shore 
describes how this sympathetic audience is sensed: "A current 
seems to pass from the audience to .the performer, which the 
latter feels the moment it (the audience) becomes sympathetic," 
Earle T. Wayne also tells us of his experience: "Never at first, 
(receive added power of audience) but during the composition 
a feeling of concentration comes and usually a warm feeling 
hard to describe." As this artist plays better before an audience, 
due to its stimulating influence, we may safely state th^t this 
'warm feeling' which is hard to describe is due to the added 
power received from the audience. In the hght of these facts, 
it will be interesting to peruse the rephes to our next question. 

Question 17. 
Do you feel a sceptical audience? 
Of our 100 subjects, 

81 feel a sceptical audience 
4 do not feel a sceptical audience 
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2 are uncertain 
1 obliterates self and devotes thoughts to the rendition of 

the composer's intentions, 
1 never had a sceptical audience 
1 „ „ „ ,, „ , but an apathetic and phleg

matic one, 
10 do not reply 

100 subjects 
It is really remarkable that 81 of our artists actually feel 

a sceptical audience. Of these, Rafael Joseffy writes, "an un
sympathetic audience chills the performer,'^ "Surely," states 
C, V, Sternberg, "and it makes one feel hke preaching in a 
desert," "Painfully," writes Busoni, in reply to the above 
question, " A sceptical audience is known intuitively," says 
C. H, Tollefsen, "It sometimes comes as cold as from a refrig
erator car," says J. B, Schmaal, 

Some of our artists,write that a sceptical audience arouses 
the fighting instinct. For example, C, Whitmer writes, "Yes" 
(I feel a sceptical audience), but it always increases the fighting 
spirit which conquers, "Yes, unfortunately," says D. Russell, 
"but it does not make m e nervous, but provoked at times. Some
times "one can overcome such a feeling." D. E, Van- Orden 
states that "all audiences are more or less made up of scep
tics, but pay no attention to them," 

Of the artists who do not feel a sceptical audience, two 
mention that they never had one; while one artist states, "that 
the only sceptic is your own thought." It is of course true that 
scepticism like other factors may be of our own making, but 
surely the opinions of our 81 artists, among w h o m all the 
eminent artists of our list are included, may be regarded as 
competent witnesses on such a point as feehng a sceptical 
audience. 
Question 18. 

Do you feel your power over an audience? 
Of our 100 subjects, 

76 feel their power over an audience, 
2 are in doubt 
2 do not think of it 
1 says "no" 

19 do not reply 
100 subjects 

It is interesting to note that the rephes to question 16 
show that 79 feel the added power of the audience; while the 
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above facts indicate that 76 feel their power over an audience 
Not only do many of our artists feel their power, but if the 
audience does not respond to their art, it seems possible to force 
them to do so, as the following results plainly show. 

Question 19. 
When' the audience does not respond, can you force them to 

do so? If so, by ivhat means? 
The replies are summarized as follows: 

66 artists can force the audience to respond 
11 „ ,j not force the audience to-respond 
30 „ do not reply 
3 „ are in doubt, 

100 subjects 
Some of the means used to force the audience to respond: 

-"By eliminating the question of personal success, and letting the message 
of the music speak." (Clara Damrosch Mannes.) 

"By added tone color and accented, variety." (0. Whitmer.) 
"fiy-a harmonic —very often, or a pizzicato." Always mix and add'more 

warmth'. (Arthur Hartmann.) 
'̂In the proper choice of a particular composition." (Alex. Lehmann.) 
"Sometimes a well known number will cause them to respond," (W. J. 

Adams.) 
"By redoubling m y effort to carry the message of my work to it." (H. Henry.) 
•"Personality, Suggestion, Conviction." (P. Busoni.) 
"Enthusiasm in expression." (H. A. Fleming.) 
"By giving the best that is in me." {Max Bendix.) 
^'By playing things which I feel will impress them more; things more suited 

to their taste." (Wm. Reddich.) 
"By making the expressive and aesthetic effects as impressive^ as possible; 

by throwing my whole artistic nature and soul into it." (Q-. L. Becker.) 
•Several artists say by "sheer force of will." (Tracy, Davis, Adler and 

others.) , „ . 
"By greater concentration on your own performance, (bigmund hterzog.) 
"By slightly increasing the rhythmic and dynamic characterization, it is 

a step toward plebification, of course, but some audiences require it. 
The measure must be dictated by the artist's innate dignity. (0. v. 
Sternberg.) , • - n ^TA 

" W o r k myself up to the highest pitch of enthusiasm, (hannie 
B. Zeisler). . 

" A familiar entfore will quite surely excite interest and bring 
about results." (Milton John Pfeffer). 

•"The httie things that are known.to every artist who lias ever 
felt the audience 'with him'." (N. V. Peavey.) 

"By means of avoiding breaking the spell, which is simply a matter 
of personality and will power." (Rudolph Ganz.) 
Of the artists who cannot force the audience to respond, 

-Oari Fique writes, "if m y work is beyond their understanding, 
The MuBician's Mind. 4-
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I cannot force them". "No, 1 cannot", says A. Lockwood, "but 
only strive to do m y best. The recital usually ends as it began. 
I have never been able to explain the presence or absence of 
"rapport". 

The above facts seem to indicate that over 5 6 % of our 
artists possess the power of forcing their audience to respond 
by some means or other, as suggestion, conviction, personahty, 
sheer will power, enthusiasm, choice of composition, harmonic 
effects, dynamics, and the like. Of the 11 "/o who cannot force 
their audience to respond, several have not attempted it, some 
do the best they can -without thinking of anything else, while 
others cannot force an unintelhgent audience to respond. One 
artist is so wrought up by the thought of his audience that he 
writes the following: "Anger, indignation, vexation and disgust 
of having to submit to the approval or the non-approval of a 
promiscuous gathering or mob." This same artist plays better 
when alone, because the audience cripples his power. H e feels 
a sceptical audience at once. 

A compaison of the answers to the questions 15, 16, 17^ 
18, 19, shows an interesting relation between the stimulus and 
the response. The results plainly show that the majority of 
the artists are 'chilled' by a sceptical audience; and excited, 
inspired, or stimulated by a sympathetic audience, and 
therefore, _ in the latter case, play better than when alone. 
79 artists feel that added power is received from a sympa
thetic audience, and 76 feel their power over an audience. 
W h e n the audience does not respond SC/^ can force them 
to do so by the means indicated above. The study of the 
interaction of minds is very interesting and valuable, but 
il is beyond the scope of this work; it belongs to the province 
of Social Psychology and Sociology. 
Question 20. 

Are you nervous xvhen you appear before an audience, and 
how does that nervousness affect you,? 

The replies may be summarized as follows: 
76 are nervous when they appear before an audience. 
13 „ not ,, „ ,, ., „ jj ^̂  
1 used to be nervous 

10 do not reply 
100 subjects 

Of the artists who are nervous, C,H,T, says that "all artists 
are more or less nervous on appearing in pubhc. In m y younger 
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years it hampered m y technique, but now that state brings with 
it a sense of alertness which is akin to bringing out what is 
best in me, C, D, M, writes, "Yes, as a rule. It gives m e a 
feeling of 'now or never' and play with almost reckless free
dom," "Yes, I am", says C. L. T. «It has effected m e in differ
ent ways. Sometimes it has caused slips of memory, making 
improvisation necessary, sometimes it caused tenseness of the 
muscles, making it necessary to use great effort of the will to 
relax them," "Have been nervous; greatest distress caused by 
cold hands and inability to concentrate," (M, E, 8,) "Nerv
ousness when not playing very often. Shghtly affecting the 
limberness of joints in shoulders, arm, wrists, and fingers. Wears 
off soon, however, when getting into the spirit of the compos
ition on hand." (C. v. S.) 

"Yes", says F. C. B., "interferes with freedom of action and 
of interpretation. At times physically, loosing fine control of 
action, again mentally, affecting the line of thought," 

"Every thing seems blank," says A, B. 
"It affects m y technique only, until I regain the control 

of m y nerves," writes M, B. 
"Feeling of anxiety always, until you lose yourself and forget 

surroundings," mentions M, B, 
"Yes, it paralyzes the heart and the muscles and hinders 

mental concentration. All the physical and mental effects of 
fear are shown," (A, P.) 

"Yes, it is a feeling of dread, and when first I begin to 
play, m y fingers feel unnatural, in fact everything seems new 
and strange. This in a few moments wears off, it I am well. 
I always begin m y programs with numbers that can easily be 
controlled under these strange conditions." (A. V. W , E.) 

"At times I a m nervous. But frequent playing overcomes 
that practically altogether. Nervousness is often caused by bad 
practising and bad physical condition." (R; G.) 

"If I a m nervous before playing, 1 am usually able to 
control it as soon as I begin, and I play better because of 
added excitement. If I go on the stage without feehng nervous, 
I play less briUiantly." (H. H.) 

"I a m very nervous before I appear in public, but the 
very moment I reach the piano, all nervousness leaves me. Be
fore giving a recital, I a m so miserable that I suffer the agonies 
and tortures of Hell. I have often fervently prayed that the 
Hall in which I was to appear should burn down, in order 
to have an excuse not to play. Each time I play, I am firmly 
convinced that it is the last time, and that I shall never appear 
again. The applause of the people, the knowledge that you 

4* 
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have conveyed a message, stimulates you to further conquests. 
I can hardly eat the day I appear." 

"I am generally nervous," says A. L., "but do not suffer from 
panic or stage-fright, as I was cured by mental suggestion some 
years ago. Nervousness manifests itself in m e now at times by 
physical weakness and lack of firmness in the joints, by coughing, 
cold hands, hot head, etc.; or the reverse in that it sometimes 
produces an increase in circulation with corresponding increase 
in technique, added velocity; better control of touch, varieties, 
clearness of thought, etc." 

"Yes. This nervousness is fear, a mental state imposed 
by wrong thinking and corrected by good thinking." (Anony.) 

"Yes, 'nervous', but not afraid." (R. J.) 
Of the artists who are not nervous when appearing before 

an audience, C. K. writes, "not nervous, but stimulated. T w o 
other artists are also stimulated; Avhile the remaining ones merely 
reply just "no", without giving any reasons. 

The above interesting replies speak for themselves. W e 
find that the majority (76) of the artists are more or less nerv--
ous. Some are stimulated and play more brilliantly than when 
not nervous; others feel a tenseness in joints and muscles which 
gradually wears off when getting into the spirit of the compos
ition; while still others are hampered in concentration, clear 
thinking, technique, etc. Cold hands, coughing, shps of memory, 
are also mentioned as manifestations 'of nervousness. A few 
of our artists mention that this nervousness is 'fear'. In order 
to throw some light on this point, and in conclusion, we will 
quote the following interesting replies: 

"Your question is difficult to answer owing to the mis
apprehension in regard to the word "nervous." W h e n you ask 
'•are you nervous", do you mean "am I unnerved or frightened 
or uncertain?" I am naturally nervous in the sense that m y 
nerves are not in a normal state and that I a m very consid
erably affected by m y audience. If, however, I do not lose 
m y self-control and can keep myself thoroughly in hand, then 
the increased nervous tension brought about by the conscious
ness of an audience, helps and develops m e enormously in m y 
work and I think that m y results gained under those' condi
tions infinitely higher and better and finer in every wav than 
if I were utterly alone. Naturally if I do not have 'myself 
under proper control and cannot guide and master m y nervous 
condition, t think that the reflex action of m y audience upon 
myself is distinctly bad." (V. H.) 

"Not only am I nervous," says J. D., "but in all m y in
tercourse with artists great and small, I have never known one 
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who was not. This has many and varied manifestations. "Stage 
fright" can in most cases be overcome; nervousness, I believe, 
never leaves the artist. 

"In m y own case, I a m afflicted with a feeling of great 
apprehension before each concert—a sort of sense of impending 
disaster. During the performance, especially if it be a good 
one, there is a fearful dryness of the throat which becomes 
almost a feeling of strangulation. There is also great exhil
aration followed after the performance by excessive depression. 
In m y early days of playing in pubhc, I have actually "seen 
black" in walking across the platform—have lost control of m y 
foot, which would go up and down on the pedal as if palsied— 
have.had feelings of being quite breathless—and have played 
without an iota of expression simply from mental flurry. But 
experience makes it possible to control many of these physical 
difficulties; and robust health, which every artist needs for a 
public career, eliminates many of them. 

"This is an almost inexhaustible subject, and each artist 
can generally add some new misery. But as a rule absorption 
in one's mood or in the beauty of the composition soon follows 
the first discomfort, and it becomes merely a beneficial excite
ment which heightens the desired effect." 
Question 21. 

Have you ever played until it has become nauseous to you? If 
so, have you noticed any diminution of its effect upon your audience ? 

Of the 100 subjects asked, 
18 have played until it has become nauseous to them 
49 „ not experienced it 
32 do not reply 
1 does not know 

100 subjects 
Only 18 individuals have had the above experience. Of 

these F. S.Andrews writes: "not before an audience. In private, 
over-indulgence in playing has the 'Same effect upon the nerves 
as o'̂ ereating upon the system." "Yes," 'writes Andor Pinter, 
"this leads to distraction, confusion, carelessness of detail. 
The playing loses intensity, the picture becomes blurred, no 
true emotion results and the audience is left cold." "Only 
when very tired has music become distasteful," says D. E. Van 
Orden, "but I never let m y auditors know it," Busoni writes, 
"I have. The audience does not notice it." -"When in bad 
physical condition," writes one artist, (Anony.) "yes, but through 
that condition unable to judge ahout the audience." 
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The above facts plainly indicate that playing until it has 
become nauseous is not experienced by many of the artists. 
The majority have either not had the sensation, or have not 
replied at all. Overplaying, poor physical condition, may bring 
about such a condition. 

Note, — A similar question has been sent out by WiUiam 
Archer to actors and actresses with reference to long runs. 
H e writes that the answers that he received contain little that 
is novel. H e finds among his informants that "some suffer 
more than others from the frequent repetition of a part; some 
are, more alive than others to the element of novelty afforded 
by the changing audiences; sonie have a greater tendency than 
others to keep on working and developing a part, studying new 
refinements and attempting new effects, but all agree that there 
is a limit even to these alleviations of the e-vil., and that ulti
mately they either deteriorate or have to make a very painful 
effort to keep up to the mark. X o one who- has ever seen a 
play after its fiftieth night will have any doubt on this point." 

Question 22. 
Have you ever had ijour mind intent on the pilajjing. luhiJe 

another part is watching the audience, and a third (perliaps) 
givenup to some pleasant or unpleasant recollection oi' anticipation 
in your private life? What affect has it on i[our playing? 

Of the 100. musicians asked, 
' 56 have had such experiences 
24 ,. not had such ,. 
20 do not reply at all 

100 subjects 

Of the artists who have had tiie above experience, C. Venth 
writes, "Yes, I can do these three things together, but to play 
really weh one must concentrate absolutely." '-Two of these, 
but not three," says Carel Whitmer. ''Affects the expressive 
side, but not accuracy. Renders expression colorless and de
stroys unity of interpretation." "I have had it happen, but 
as it causes loss of concentration, I try to recall m v mind to 
the one effort," states E. T. Wayne. Others write as follows: 

"Have had the experience while practicing, and momentarily 
before an audience. This means lack of concentration, and is 
most dangerous for the memory." (J. D.) 

"It is fatal sometimes, though I have played entire com
positions when alone (in a subconscious state I beheve). and 
played perfectly." (Y.) 
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"Yes, m y mind is apt to wander, and I dread this con
dition above everything else, -for it is the beginning of one 
losing one's grip on the thing in hand. I try to keep m y 
thoughts just as they were during the preparing of the pro
gram." (A. Van W . Eltinge.) 

"I have sometimes played when a part of m y mind was 
intent on the playing, and the other part thinking of something 
else. A s far as I know the playing part of the mind seems 
to be going, on the same as usual." (Helen J. Andrus.) 

"Yes, when very tired, my mind at times did wander, 
while m y fingers went on playing by force of habit, yet the 
result seemed to please the audience." (G. L. Becker.)^ 

"I sometimes think of other things, but it does not^ bother 
me." (L. Fabbrini.) 

Of the artists who. have not had the above experience, 
<5 merely state this fact; 4 write that they always concentrate; 
F. W . Riesberg says, "Foolishness, keep your mind on what you 
Are doing." "No," says H. M, Dwight, "the matter in hand 
is all I care for at the time, 'No man can serve two masters." 
Alex. Lambert writes, "This cannot work satisfactorily. It is 
a risk which I do not take." Andor Pinter rephes, "No. To 
avoid just such a lack of concentration is m y main object in 
playing. Such scattering of attention must lead to failure." 
Rudolph Ganz answers thus: "There are certainly moments 
when subconscious thoughts try to destroy the fluency of a per
formance. It is then the will power that has to chase away 
the intruders." 

Thus the above facts indicate that 56"/(, have had t-wo or 
more lines of thought while performing. Of these the majority 
state that the memory suffers thereby, and that it is fatal or 
detrimental to the performance. Only three artists have had 
the same experience, but played the same as usual due to the 
mere force of habit. That is, the 'playing became automatic. 

In conclusion we may say that ahhough the knowledge 
that "concentration" on the., work at hand is the correct thing 
and will yield the best results, it is also profitable to know 
that such occurrences as having two'or more hues of thought 
while performing are experienced by many, and that "•willpower" 
is used "to chase away the intruders." That is, the "habit of 
concentration" may be formed just as any other habits are 
formed. 

Note. —The above question was appropriated from a series used by 
William Archer, and addressed to actors and actresses. It may be profit
able to quote him in order to throw a little more light on this matter. 
H e writes, -'I looked- upon^he double action of the brain as a matter 
of universal experience, a thing to be assumed just as one assumes that 
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the normal man has two legs. I did not regard it as a tendency peculiar 
to actors, but common to all men. It seemed to me, however, that acting 
must beget special forms of this multiple activity, and I hoped to obtaiQ 
some clear and convincing illustrations of it." H e states that the two 
modes of activity essential to his argument are "the executant and the 
critical," as he calls them. 

In regard to the replies to this question, he writes, "Many actors—a 
surprising number, indeed—seem to be quite unaware of any double action 
of the mind. Some resent the suggestion, as though it implied careless
ness or unconscientiousness on their part. Others simply reply that the 
actor should be 'absorbed' in his character, and seem powerless to ana
lyse the state they describe as absorption. Others, again, relate curious 
instances of the freaks of consciousness or of memory which occur in 
the course of long runs. Mr. Dion Boucicault, for example, states that 
when he has been playing a part for many months his mind is always 
occupied with other matters during the performance; 'and this to such 
a degree that when, desiring for special reason to act m y best, I turn m y 
thoughts upon m y part, I forget the words, and, to recover them, feel 
obliged to think of something else'. Interesting as it is, this experience 
is not what I wanted to get at. Here the playing of the part has become 
quite automatic, leaving the mind fr^e to occupy if self as best it may. 
The very complex movements of piano-playing have been known (says 
Dr. Carpenter) to become so purely automatic as to be performed in sleep; 
and many pianists -who know a piece of music thoroughly by heart -will 
go wrong when they attempt to play with the notes before them. There 
is sometimes a difficulty, of course, is distinguishing between automatic 
action and the conscious or sub-conscious mental activity to which m y 
question refers.'' 

Miss Janet Achurch's reply is more to the point, according to Mr. 
Archer. She writes, 'The only double line of thought I like to have on 
the stage is a mental criticism on m y own performance: "I got that exclam
ation better than last night," or "I'm sure I'm playing this scene slower 
than usual," and so on. I suppose no one can help doing this; but any thought 
that comes to m y mind outside m y part I always stamp out as quickly 
as possible.' This is precisely the form of experience of which Lwished 
to obtain illustrations." (Longman's Magazine, 1888, p. 504 ff.) 

Question 23. 
Are you apt to be thrown off the rails (so to speak) by 

trifling sounds among the audience (a cough or a sneeze,) or 
by slight noises which reach your ear behind the scenes, or from 
the street? 
Replies may be summarized as follows: 
29 say Yes 
54 „ N o 
3 are uncertain 
9 do not reply 
5 say No, but persistent talking is most annoying and insulting. 

lOO subjects 
Of the informants who are disturbed, J. E. S. writes, "any 
trifling noise throws m e off immediately when I play before 
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an audience.-"Yes," says, M. J.P., "disturbances and noises disturb 
m e in performing. In fact, I feel hke discontinuing unless 
perfect quiet can be maintained." R. J. writes that "such disturb
ances interfere with concentration." A. W . L. rephes "not by 
trifling sounds, but if they were long continued." 

Of the informants who are not disturbed, G. B. writes: "If 
a piece is thoroughly assimilated, no disturbance could throw 
m e off. I might be able, however, to play a piece perfectly 
in quietude and not know it well enough to play amid disturb
ances. Pieces to be played in public must be running in such 
a groove so that nothing can get them out. Leschetizky trains 
his pupils in this regard by dropping heavy objects immediately 
behind them when they are playing. If it has any,effect on 
the pupil there is a storm," "Not now," writes J, D, "ex
perience overcomes that, I a m always aware of the shghtest 
sounds, but not upset by it." C. v. S. answers, "Not that, but 
uncalled—for noises, such as conversation, create a feeling akin 
to insult and blight m y playing; that is: I think it does." 

W e may conclude from replies received that the majority of 
the musicians are not disturbed by slight noises, but that continued 
conversation is annoying, insulting, and at times arouses the 
artist's anger. The artists who have overcome the disturbing 
effects claim that it is due to "experience," habit of hearing 
varied noises or sounds, and to the habit of concentration; as 
well as thorough mastery of pieces played. 
Question 24. 

After a performance, are you tired or exhausted? If so, is 
it due to the physical effort used, or to the emotional strain? 

Replies arO as follows: 
22 are tired (16) or exhausted (5) due to emotional strain 
3 „ „ due to emotional excitement and nervous strain 
1 is tired mentally and excited 
1 „ „ due to high nervous tension 
1 feels a nervous 'let down' 
1 says being tired depends upon the amount of nervousness 

attending the appearance 
1 is tired due to emotional, nervous and mental strain 

20 are tired due to emotional and physical strain 
5 „ „ „ „ physical strain (sore throat and be

coming thirsty are also mentioned as manifestations of 
the tired feeling). 

1 experiences nervous tension and physical strain of arms 
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1 says it varies: sometimes refreshed, sometimes excited 
1 ,, „ „ „ tired and sometimes stimulated 
1 „ „ „ „ „ (emotionally) and some

times strengthened 
7 are elated after the performance, but after a few hours 

or the next day, feel the effects of the emotional strain 
1 is elated if in rapport with audience, and this elation 

keeps up for days, but if not in rapport, strî ving for it 
induces fatigue, 

2 feel exhilaration if the performance is successful, 
1 is animated due to emotional effect. 
4 are not tired but in a high and buoyant state of mind. 
1 is rather excited. 
1 is elated if the audience is sympathetic. 
2 are never tired: (1) says it is a perfect tonic; (1) feels 

stronger after the performance, 
1 is very seldom tired 
4 merely answer no 
7 say that it depends on the mental and physical condition; 

length and importance of concert, nature of composition, 
and number of performances folio-wing one another. 

1 feels the heat and the consequent perspiration. 
9 do not reply at all 

100 subjects 

Summarizing all the replies in terms of per cent, we have: 

51.33^73 due to emotional strain 
17.— ,, „ physical strain 
6.33.^3 „ „ nervous strain 
1.50 „ „ excitement 
. .83̂ /., ,, „ mental strain 
6.— are not tired 
1.— is seldom tired 
7.— depends upon conditions 
9.— do not reply 

100.-7o 

The above tables speak for themselves. The variabihty 
that we find is due not only to individual differences, but also 
to the lack of uniformity in the use of terms, many of which 
overlap each other. Then again a few artists seem to have 
found some difficulty in distinguishing between the physical and 
the emotional. For example, E. A. Meyer writes, "Might say 
the emotional combined •with the physical which in luy ex
perience have a tendency to associate themselves in such a way 
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that it would be rather difficult upon m y part to acknowledge 
which might have caused the exhaustion if such was manifest; 
suffice to say that each one would have a tendency in m y case 
to cause a strain due more to the anxiety of pleasing the listener 
than to a direct cause of the aforesaid physical or emotional 
exertion." In this case the reaction (being tired or exhausted) 
would also be due to emotional strain, for, anxiety, as we are 
all aware, is an emotional state of mind; but as Mr. Meyer 
plainly indicates, there seem to be two different kinds of emot
ions. One which is used for the expressive side of the playing, 
and the other which is due to the presence of an audience. 
In the latter case, as mentioned previously, physical effort is 
often employed. 

J, D. would also like to have some information in regard 
to the distinction between the physical and the emotional. She 
writes, "frequently very tired. Due, I think, to the relaxation 
which follows extreme nervous tension. Probably in some small 
.degree muscular fatigue, but chiefly temporary nervous ex
haustion. It is the same kind of feehng which follows extreme 
•excitement of any kind—anger, fright, or any kindred emotion, 

"I do not know how one can separate the physical from 
the emotional in this connection, as nerves are certainly phy-
-sical, I should like the reply of a nerve specialist to that 
question," Part il aims to answer just such questions as this, 
that is, an attempt is made to give a concise account of the 
workings of the mind; A U that we can say here is that feeling 
{emotions), thinking, and wiUing, the three aspects of mental 
activity (consciousness) do not exist apart from.physical activity, 
;as will be shown in the remaining sections. 

Summary 
W h e n we attempt to gather together the results of this 

inquiry, we find that we have defined many problems and that, 
in as far as there is uncertainty and lack of uniformity, there 
is need of further study. The field is a fruitful one for consideration 
of many psychological investigations. It is strange that so 
little in the field of apphed psychology aud pedagogy has 
been undertaken here. Most of the studies made thus far 
have been purely scientific, laboratory tests; these are exceed
ingly interesting and in their way very valuable but not prac
tical as far as apphcabihty goes. 

Turning to the positive side of our results, •we find that, 
as regards learning, methods are of comparatively shght value, 
though they are so often stressed. Inborn love of the art 
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itself seems the first requisite for true attainment of high 
standards of success. Would it be fair to say that where 
this is found to be lacking the pupil should be discouraged 
from expecting to have a great career? Talent without innate 
love of the art •will not be sufficient. 

Practice fohows as the second requisite; in few cases is 
it possible to advance far without this element, ' which fixes 
right habits and gives control. 

Ideas given by the teacher are often a help, but far less 
essential than the two foregoing factors. 

Personality of the teacher is an important feature. 
W h e n we attempt to analyze this something called per

sonality into its component parts, we find at once that we are 
in a quandary and that no one or two traits can be singled 
out as indicative of this intangible something. Apparently the 
elements of personality that-are effective vary with the per
sonality on which they react. For though one trait influences 
one person, exactly the reverse of it influences another. 

The question of memory and the most advantageous method 
for memorizing must wait for further experimental evidence 
to be answerable. 

A s for teaching, we find the realm and role of habit 
formation quite well defined. Habit formation seems to be 
an important factor particularly in the earlier stages of learning. 

Likewise many of these habits can be formed advantageously 
by the use of imitation. 

Actually having the emotion at the moment of playing 
helps one to play well, but the emotions must be under controi 
It is also best to be thoroughly prepared, intellectually, 
technically and emotionally. Over 50 consider that thinking 
about the emotion also aids; and over 66 think that the com
bination of the two is best. 

It is clear that many other factors beside technique con
tribute to success. Technique is absolutely essential; it is the 
medium through which musical thoughts and feelings are ex
pressed. Some of the other essentials are feeling, musicianship^ 
expression, confidence, personality, temperament, self-control, 
inspiration, etc. (See Table 10.) 

It is equally clear that one plays better before a congenial, 
sympathetic and intellectual audience, because one is helped 
inspired or stirhulated by it. Seventy-nine individuals receive 
added power from the audience. 

It is also quite evident that the artist not only feels a 
sceptical audience, but he also feels his power over an audience. 
56 artists can even force an audience to respond by some 
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means or other, such as suggestion, conviction, personality, 
sheer wiU power, enthusiasm, choice of composition, harmonic 
effects, dynamics, and the like. 

As for being nervous,> we find that the majority of the 
artists are more or less nervous. Some are stimulated and 
play more brilliantly than when not nervous; others feel a 
tenseness in joints and muscles which gradually wears off when 
getting into the spirit of the composition; while still others are 
hampered in concentration. 

Playing until it has become nauseous is not experienced 
by many of our artists. 

In regard to the dividing of attention, 56 state that they 
have had two or more lines of thought while performing. Of 
these the majority state that the memory suffers thereby, and that 
it is fatal or detrimental to the performance. Only three state 
that they played as well as usual, due to the mere force of habit. 

It is quite evident from the replies received that the 
majority of the musicians are not disturbed by slight noises, 
but continued conversation is annoying, insulting, and at times 
arouses the artist's anger. 

A s for being tired or exhausted after a performance, and 
whether it is due to the physical effort used, or the emotional 
strain, the great variability that we find is due to individual 
differences, as well as to the lack of uniformity in the use of 
terms, many of which overlap. Some difficulty was also found 
in distinguishing between the physical and the emotional. In 
spite of these difficulties, we find that the majority are either 
fatigued or exhilerated due to the emotional strain. Only a 
minority state that it is due to the physical strain. If exhil
erated, the effects of the emotional strain are usually experienced 
a few hours later or the following day. 





Part II 

PSYCHOLOGY. 





Introduction to Part II. 

W e wish to draw attention to the-important fact that all 
aiormal individuals are born with an innate tendency not- only 
"to hear musical or non-musical sounds, but also to produce 
ithem in song and speech. Therefore, we may safely say that 
normal Musician's Mind differs from any other normal mind 
^nerely in the matter of education or training. In other words, 
"the Musician is, an individual who has specialized in the field 
•«f music, just as the Physiologist is an individual who has 
specialized in the field of physiology; and the Psychologist is 
an individual who has specialized in the field of psychology. 

Physiologists who study ami observe .the behavior of the 
Jbody as a whole and- in all of its parts, inform us that seeing, 
'hearing, speaking, singing, and the playing of any musical 
"instrument are accomplished by means of a sensori-neuro-muscular 
aneehanism. The sensory Organs are the channels by means 
•of \Fhich we receive messages or warnings from our external 
And internal environments; the nerves carry the messages or 
"warnings to and from the brain, and connect one part of the 
body with that of any other; them uscles are the channels by 
imeans of which, the individual moves, sings, speaks, laughs, 
-cries, plays any musical instrument, dances, writes, breathes, 
;inasticates his food, and the like.. In fact, nearly every move-
•meat in the body is due to muscular action. The heart, a 
muscular organ, must keep up its rhythmical movements to 
keep the human being alive, by pumping the blood in ihyth-
ntical waves to every cell in the body. The muscles of the 
eyes, ears, nose, mouth, tongue, larynx, thorax, hands, fingers, 
feet, toes, legs, arms, etc, have their characteristic work to do. 
Thus according to these scientists all musical thoughts and 
tfeelings are expressed by means of muscular action, whether in 
song or by playing any of the various musical instruments. 
These scientists also inform us that the body works as a whole, 
and that pure muscular action is seen merely in the physiolog
ical laboratory; and that bodily action is either sensori-neuro-
muscular or sensori-neuro-glandular. 

Psychologists who study and observe mental behavior, that 
is, our thoughts and feelings, inform us that we see, hear, taste, 
.^mell, touch, etc., aU at the same time; and that the mind works 
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as a unit. Thus, when a musician states that he learns by 
means of the muscular sense, physiologicaUy and psychologically 
it means that ah the sensory end organs are sending their 
messages to the brain at the same time, but that the muscular 
sense is emphasized, and sight, hearing, and all other sense 
organs are in action, but not noticed. The pianist who learns 
to play his instrument by means of the visual and .the muscular 
sense organs, hears his playing in spite of himself._ It is well 
to note that the printed page of a musical composition is not 
music, but a record of music, which must be seen; and that 
music itself has no existence except when it is sounded by 
some vibrating body and heard. 

It is self-evident that every musician ought to have some 
knowledgo of the workings of his body and mind in order that 
he should learn to know himself; and thus indirectly learn to 
know the behavior of his pupils. 

Professor Seashore, in his remarkable work on the "Psy
chology of Musical Talent, has analyzed the Musical Mind. 
In the fohowing pages, we shall summarize the fundamental 
facts of Psychology. 

The Learning Process. 
In order to understand the learning process, we must enter 
the field of psychology, a science which treats of mental pro
cesses. Psychology was formerly defined as the science of the 
soul, but in order to getaway from the theological association 
of:the term, it was later defined as the science of the mind. 
But even this term does not seem to be satisfactory to many 
of our psychologists, as there seems to bo something too sub-
,stautial about it, as though it were a thing instead of a collection 
of functions. Thus psychology is defined by some as.the science 
of consciousness, by others as the science of behavior, and 
still by others as the science of mental processes. In fact, 
consciousness and mental processes are names for mental activ
ities such as sensation, perception, imagination, conception,. 
reasoning, feeling, etc, 

Conscioitsness defined. '-Properly speaking, a definition is 
impossible. It is not, how'ever, enough simply to say this. Con
fusion would be sure to arise if we passed the question by in 
this manner. Wherever there is not total unconsciousness, in 
the sense in which we attribute unconsciousness to a table or 
a log of wood, consciousness in. some degree is present. A s 
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Professor Baldwin says,, "it is the common and necessary form 
of all mental states ... it is the point of division between 
naind and not mind," To quote Professor Ladd: "What we 
are when we are awake, as contrasted with •what we are when 
we sink into a profound and perfectly dreamless sleep . . . 
that it is to be conscious. W h a t we are less and less, as we sink 
gradually down into a dreamless sleep, or as- we swoon slowly 
away; and what we are more and more as the noise of the crowd 
outside tardily arouses us from our after-dinner nap, or as we come. 
out of the midnight darkness of the typhoid-fever crisis—that 
is consciousness. The becoming conscious and becoming un
conscious are in their phases and gradations states of con
sciousness . . . The very dimmest and vaguest feeling accom
panying the last stage of sinking into dreamless sleep, or the first 
stage of gradual awakening," is already consciousness." (Stout). 

Mental processes, consciousness and mind.—According to 
Titchner, mind is the sum-total of human experience considered 
as dependent upon the experiencing person. This experiencing 
person, a hving body may be reduced to the nervous system' 
and its attachments. Thus mind becomes the sum-total of human 
experience considered as dependent upon a nervous system. 
A n d since humaii experience is always process, and the de
pendent aspect of human experience is its mental aspect, we 
may say that mind is the sum total of mental processes. Mind 
and consciousness mean the same thing, but as they are two 
different terms, it is convenient to make some distinction be
tween them. By>mind, we mean the sum-total of mental pro
cesses occurring in the lifetime of an individual,, and by cons
ciousness we mean the sum-total of mental processes occurring 
now, at any given present time. Consciousness is thus a section 
of the mind-stream. W h e n we say that a man has 'lost cons
ciousness', we mean the lapse is temporary, and that mental 
life •will shortly be resumed, Consciousness can never be ob
served twice over, as the stream of mind flows on, never to 
return. 

Psychology as the science of behavior. — According to Pills-
bury, "It is most satisfactory, to give up the attem.pt to find 
a bingle word that will designate the facts covered by psycho
logy, and to indicate the actual phenomena that it studies, the 
evidences of mind. First of these is behavior. W e distinguish 
a man in the full possession of his senses from an imbecile by 
the character of his acts. W e measure the intelligence of an 
animal by its accomplishments. Mind is known from man's 
activities. Thus psychology may be most satisfactorily defined 
as the science of human behavior. However, the term 'be-
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havior' must be used in the very widest sense." It must in
clude everything from the simplest movements of walking or 
of fingering the pen, or of playing a musical instrument, or of 
singing to the activities involved in swaying an audience by 
speech or in carrying to completion some great musical Qom-
position of engineering work. "Certain of the very simplest 
acts, such as winking and other reflexes, are fairly within the 
range of physiology. But even these must be taken into con
sideration by psychology, because the most complicated act is 
based upon inherited nervous connections which are closely 
related to reflexes." 

Methods of psychology. There are three great methods of 
acquiring knowledge of mental life: (1) Introspective method 
which is observation of self by self; (2) objective method, which 
is observation of facts, and follows the rules of observation 
that are common to aU of the sciences; (3) experimental method, 
where an observation may be-repeated and controlled. The 
three methods are often used together. "Scientific method may 
be summed up in the single word 'observation'; the only way 
to work in science is to observe those phenomena, which form 
the subject-matter of science. A n d observation implies two 
things; attention to the phenomena, that is, clear and vivid 
experience, and an account of the experience in words or for
mulas." 

There is a great deal of controversy in regard to the in
trospective method. Some scientists go so far as to say that 
introspection is impossible. They seem to' think that it is im
possible to do some mental or physical act, and watch yourself 
doing it at the same time. However, in order to overcome 
certain difficulties of the introspective method, psychological 
students are recommended to delay their observation until the 
process to be described has run its course, and then to call it 
back and describe it from memory. Introspection thus becomes 
retrospection. Moreover, "the practised observer gets into an 
introspective habit, has the introspective attitude ingrained in 
his system; so that it is possible for him, not only to take 
mental notes while the observation is in progress, without in
terfering with consciousness, but even to jot down -written notes 
as the histologist does while his eye is stiU held to the ocular 
•of the microscope." 

The first part of this work is based upon the introspective 
method. That is to say a questionaire was sent out to the 
100 musicians, and the replies were based on introspection 
which is observation of self by self. Surely we may consider 
this a legitimate method when we take into consideration the 
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tabulated results of the section which belongs to the learning 
process. A n d then again, eminent artists ought to have some 
knowledge of their own experiences, which they may recall and 
observe as they do the behaviour of their pupils. The inter
pretation of what they observe is just as trustworthy in the 
one case as in the other. Of course, the habit of introspection,. 
as well as recording the facts observed, must be acquired, like 
any other cultivated acts such as speaking, writing, singing, 
playing the piano or violin, swimming, adding, multiplying, 
composing music, etc. 

In Section I, we found that 80 out of the lOO musicians 
gave inborn love of the art as the first requisite to their 
success in music. N o w what do we mean by inborn love of 
the art? Before we can answer this question, we must examine 
other inborn tendencies, for "what a man is and does through
out life is a result of •whatever constitution he has at the 
start and of all the forces that act upon it before and after 
birth." 

Infancy. A newborn infant has absolutely no knowledge 
of the world or things around him. W h e n cold he shivers and 
cries, and stops crying when comforted by being covered. W h e n 
hungry he also cries, and when satiated with food he exper
iences satisfaction. If healthy, he sleeps three—fourths of the 
time, but whether asleep or awake, the movements of the heart, 
of the breathing and digestive organs go on automatically. These 
things have not been learned by the infant, but the inherited 
mechanism makes it possible for him to adjust himself to his 
enviromenf. These inherited actions are called reflex or in
stinctive movements. 

The senses are absolutely necessary to the child for any 
knowledge whatsoever. If one sense only is lacking, knowledge 
of one kind must be forever lacking. A child born hopelessly 
bhnd will lack - the knowledge of the- visual world, which of 
course includes visual imagery. The same may be said of the 
other senses such as hearing, smell, taste, touch, etc. Briefly 
stated, the infant comes into the world with all the equipment 
he will ever possess, and by means of exercise or practice he 
perfects himself. 

Observation of the newborn infant also shows that at first 
it uses its muscles in an incoordinate manner. It knows nothing 
of the colors, or shapes or distances, of objects. It knows 
nothing of the direction or distance of sounds. These things 
mn&t all be learned^ and for this purpose the muscles and the 
sense-organs are put into exercise at once, and the infant begins 
its long process of learning on the day of its birth. 
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W e may have some conception what practice can do, if 
we contrast the aimless" movements of an infant's hands with 
the rapid and varied execution of that of a player of an in
strument; or the child's first attempts at singing with that of 
a skillful singer. 

In the hght of these facts, it is very interesting to note, 
that in the opinion of our 100 musicians, practice ranks second 
in importance. Of course, we are aware of the fact that it 
is in infancy that we are least indebted to our individual efforts, 
mental as weU as bodily, and that our debt to our progenitors 
seems greatest. A s a rule the child is first helped and guided 
by his parents or nurse, and then later by his various teachers. 
Taking these facts into consideration, it is also interesting to 
note that personality of teacher ranks third, while ideas given 
by the teacher follows as a close fourth. Children respond first 
to feelings' and only later to ideas. 

Thus we may conclude that the questionaire method is 
valid. W e have seen that the order of the important factors 
in the learning process as given by the 100 musicians corre
spond •with the natural order as found in the learnrag process 
of the newborn infant. That is, we must first possess an inborn 
mechanism; second, this inborn mechanism must be put into 
use by exercise or practice; third, we must have the personality 
of another individual that helps and guides the growing infant 
(environment). 

Objective method. — In the objective method, we may record 
the reaction that occurs in different circumstances for the light 
it throws on physiology and psychophysics. Delicate instruments 
such as the pneumograph are used to record the breathing 
movements which accompany thoughts and feehngs. The time 
of reaction in a "free association test" is measured by the 
chronoscope, or by a stop watch. In a "free association test," 
the stimulus word is spoken by the experimenter, and the watch 
is started •with the presentation of the stimulus, and stopped 
as soon as the subject begins to respond. 

The following.gives us an example of an objective method 
in memory, that is we need not depend upon introspection: 
If it takes 25 repetitions to learn a short piece one day to 
the point that we can repeat it without looking at the notes. 
that is memorize it; and we attempt to play it the next dav 
from memory but find that we cannot recall it, we find that 
after 15 repetitions we can relearn ̂ it. Thus we have saved 
10 repetitions. This is known as tlie Saving Method, and is 
a purely objective, method. 
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The Inborn Mechanism. 
It would be out of place to attempt to give a complete 

description of the inborn mechanism, however, such essential 
facts may be mentioned as will serve not only to define a few 
of the terms used in the previous sections, but also to open 
the way to future research. 

A s musical knowledge .and skill are vitally dependent upon 
the development of sense-organs and muscles, and as these are 
special parts of the nervous system, it may be profitable to 
say a few words about this system which serves to connect in 
a functional manner the various parts of our body. 

The nervous system is usually compared to a complete 
telegraphic system. The brain is the main office; and the 
thousands of nerve-fibres branching off to all parts of the body 
are the telegraph wires. Messages are constantly being sent 
to the brain by means of afferent or sensory fibres, giving in
formation of what is going on about us and within us. The 
brain is impressed and on receiving the messages, it at once 
sends back its commands, by means of efferent or motor fibres, 
as to what .must be done. Thus if a hot object is touched, 
the little nerve cells in the finger are excited. The afferent 
or sensory nerves carry the news to the brain which sends 
a command by means of the efferent or motor fibres to the 
muscles of the arm to contract, and withdraws the hand. 

In order to understand the action of the nervov.s system, 
we must learn to know (1) The divisions of the nervous system; 
(2) nerve-cells or neurones, which are the structural units of 
the nervous system; (3) reflex actions, which are the working 
or functional units of the nervous system. 

The divisions of the nervous system. — The nervous system 
consists of two parts: (1) The cerebro-spinal system and (2) 
the sympathetic system. The nerves of the latter system are 
connected with each other, and with the sensory root of the 
spinal nerves by a network of grey nerve-tissue. The nerves 
of-this system pass off in various ways to internal organs of 
the body, the stomach, heart, blood-vessels, etc, control in
voluntary movements, and regulate, the supply, of the blood. 

The cerebro-spinal system consists of: — 
(a) The Central Organs: — (1) the brain and (2) 

spinal cord. 
(b) The End Organs of Sense situated in the sense 

organs; and the the End organs of Motion situated 
in the muscles and glands. 
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(c) The Conducting nerves joining the end organs with. 
the central organs in two ways: — 
(1)^ A s afferent or sensory nerves carrying messages 

or impulses to the central organ (brain and 
spinal cord) from the sense organ. 

(2) A s efferent or motor nprves carrying messages; 
or impulses from the central organ to the end 
organs of motion (muscles, glands). 

The foUowing diagram shows this arrangement graphically. 
It may also serve to show the mechanism of a reflex actionj, 
the working unit of the nerv9us system. 

End Organs 

The brain. — The brain, the great nerve-centre of the? 
body, is the large, upper portion of the cerebro-spinal system 
and fills the cavity of the skuU. It consists of several parts^ 
the chief of which are the cerebrum, or greater brain, the-
cerebellum, or lesser brain, and the medulla oblongata. 

The. cerebrum occupies the upper and frontal portion of 
the cavity of the skull, and gives off twelve pairs of cranial 
nerves which include the nerves of the special senses that go
to the eye, ear, nose, tongue, skin. The grey matter which 
is external consists of cells, and the white matter which is-
internal consists of nerve-fibres. The cerebrum is the seat of 
sensation, reasoning, imagination, conception, etc. 
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The cerebellum or little brain is situated in the lower or 
back part of the skull, underneath the back portion of the 
cerebrum. Its chief office seems to be the regulation or co
ordination of muscular movement. 

The medulla oblongata is situated within the skull and is 
continuous with the brain. It is the enlargement or bulb of 
the upper extremity of the spinal cord and may be regarded 
as a prolongation of it. The nerve centres which it contains 
govern the involuntary movements which constitute the acts of 
breathing, swallowing, circulation of the blood, etc. It is thus 
a centre of reflex action. It also conducts the nerves between 
the spinal cord and the cerehrum and cerebellum. 

The spinal cord is a cylinder of soft nerve tissue which 
extends from the base of the skull to the region of the lotus, 
where it tapers. It is contained in the long cavity of the back
bone, and gives off thirty—one pairs of spinal nerves which must 
be distinguished from the twelve cranial nerves given off from 
the cerebrum. The spinal cord is the centre of reflex action; 
it also conducts nerve impulses from the cord to the brain and 
from the brain to the cord. 

The end Organs of Sense are specialized ceUs which are 
sensitive to a particular kind of stimulus. Each sense-organ 
(a special device such as the eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin) 
is sensitive to one kind of stimulation. The eye for examj)le, 
is only sensitive or excited to ether vibrations that are known 
as light waves, and which give us the sensation of sight. The 
ear is only sensitive to air vibrations that are known as sound 
waves, and gives us the sensation «of hearing. The taste buds 
on the tongue react to various solutions and give us the sen
sation of taste. The sensitive nerves in the nose react to 
different gases lhat are inhaled through the nose, and give 
us the sensation of smeU. The sensory end-organs of the sMn, 
according to the older views, give the sensations of touch. 
Modern scientists have shown that the so-caUed sense of touch 
consists of several senses, which give rise to the sensations of 
pressure, pain, warmth and cold. The four sensory qualities 
consitute the cutaneous sense. The essential portion of each 
end organ of sense is composed of nerve tissue, the other parts 
are appendages which aid in. the reception of impressions. 

The end Organs of motion. —-"'The terminations of the 
efferent nerves are connected with secretory glands or with the 
muscular fibre. For our purpose, we merely need state that 
after "an efferent or motor nerve has entered the substance of 
the so-called voluntary or striated muscle, it subdivides among 
the individual muscular fibres separating these fibres from each 
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other. In the non-striated (or non-voluntary muscles, the nerves 
divide and subdivide to form more and more minute plexus 
of nerve fibres and finally applied to the surfaces of the mus
cular fibres." 

A s just mentioned, muscles are of two kinds: the voluntary 
muscles which can be made- to act under the influence of the 
will and make up the greater part of the muscular parts 
which cover the bony skeleton; and the involuntary muscles 
which carry on their work without the choice or will of the in
dividual as muscles which keep up the circulation, respiration, 
digestion, etc. 

The neurone, the structural unit of the nervous system is 
a highly specialized nerve-cell and two varieties of prolongations 
or processes: (1) den<irites which usually conduct impulses 
toward the cell body, and a single long process axone which 
carries the impulse outward from the cell body. The complete 
unit is called a neurone. There are three classes of these: 
(1) Sensory or afferent neurones are those that receive impulses 
from a sense organ; (2) motor or efferent neurones are those 
that carry a stimulation out-to' the muscles; (3) and associa
ting neurones which serve to connect the sensory and motor 
neurbnes, 

Seflex action, the working or functional unit of the nervous 
system. — W h e n a stimulus acts on a sense-organ and arouses 
the activity of a muscle by means of a sensory nerve, a ner
vous centre, and motor nerve, the entire act is said to be 
reflex, and its path is called a reflex arc Thus a cell never 
acts alone, but is always a link in a reflex arc (See Fig. 1). 
The sensory neurones pick up^different kinds of disturbances 
such as light or sound waves, and the motor neurones are 
parts in the reflex arc that are responsible for movement. This 
connection between sensory excitation and motor response is the 
condition of all experience. In fact, sensation is incomplete 
without a response, and it is well to note that the nervous 
system tends to act in this sensori-motor way. This fact must 
be clearly understood for a proper understanding of the 
learning process. 

Reflex action and instinct. — A s mentioned previously, the 
unlearned movements of a newborn infant are called reflex or 
instinctive. There is a tendency of trying to separate instinct 
from reflex. A pure reflex is merely the pupillary action. 
Certain other reflex movements are connected with the eyes. 
such as winking; others are connected with respiration such 
as breathing, coughing, sneezing; and stih others are con
nected with the process of digestion. 
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According to Sherrington, " a simple reflex is probably a 
purely abstract conception, because all parts of the nervous 
system are connected-together and no part of it is probably 
ever capable of reaction without affecting and being affected 
by various other parts, and it is a system certainly never ab
solutely at rest. But the simple reflex is a convenient, if not 
a probable, fiction. Reflexes are of various degrees of com
plexity, and it is helpful in analyzing complex reflexes to 
separate from them reflex components which we may consider 
apart and therefore treat as though they mere simple reflexes". 

W h e n a reflex is no longer simple it is often given the 
name- of instinct, especially when it is accompanied by feeling 
or emotion. Instinct is seldom applied to such simple reactions 
as that of the pupil to the light; it is most frequently apphed 
to complex series of actions, like those of birds in nest building; 
or when animals or human beings hide or run from a frightful 
object. 

Instinctive movements differ from reflex movements also 
in the fact that the former are good for the whole body as in 
swallo^wing food, or fighting^; while the latter are for the good 
of a porti'on of the,body, as winking the eye. Loeb has ana
lyzed a number of instincts into a series of reflexes, and it 
seems probable that instincts are nothing but connected reflexes. 

A s modern writers have given no fixed meaning to the term 
instinct, it may be profitable to quote Professors, Thorndike 
and Watson in regard to the use of the term. Professor Thorn-
dike's definition of instinct is as follows: "Instincts, as now 
commonly defined, include reflexes and all other connections 
-or tendencies to connections amongst thoughts, feelings and acts 
which are unlearned, are in us apart from training or exper
ience. Anything that wo do without having to learn to do 
it, in brief, is an instinct. Thus, crying when pain is felt, 
starting at a sudden noise, feeling fear at large, strange, moving 
objects seen in the dark, feehng anger when food is snatched 
away from one and laughing when tickled, are instincts of 
babyhood; to feel jealousy when rivahed by one. of the same 
sex and to act conspicuously when attracted by one of the 
opposite sex, are instincts of youth. The common usage of 
the word instinct and instinctive differs from the psychologist's 
usage. People commonly say that they do or feel certaiu things 
instinctively when they act or feel without deliberation or 
forethought or clear consciousness of what or why; e.g., "He 
instinctively lifted the glass to his hps." "By instinct,I realized 
that the only way of escape was directly through-the fii-e." 
Neither of these cases would be called instinctive by the 
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psychologist. For to him an instinct means an act that is the-
result of mere inner growth, not of training or experience." 

Professor Watson states that "the student of behavior has. 
come to look upon instinct as a combination of congenital 
responses unfolding serially under appropriate stimulation; the 
series as a whole may be adaptive in character (always adap
tive from the Darwinian standpoint) or it m a y be wholly lacking^ 
in adaptiveness. Each element in the combination may be 
looked upon as a reflex. A n instinct is thus a series of con
catenated reflexes. The order of the unfolding of the separate 
elements is a strictly heritable character. Instincts are thus 
rightly said to be phylogenetic modes of response (as contrasted 
•with habit, which is acquired during the lifetime. of the indi
vidual). Such a series of reflexes, on an instinct, is best-
illustrated by the young bird',s egress from the egg,, and its 
later attempt at building a first nest; the first fighting response 
in young animals, and in general the first attempts of young 
animals to capture, kiU, and eat their prey. The act must be 
observed upou its first appearance if it is to be seen pure,. 
i. e,, without modification through habit." 

It is well to note that instincts may appear at birth, or 
they may show themselves at any time in life, but in either 
case they appear without any preliminary learning or practice. 

Instinct and habit. — A s stated above, instincts are a 
-series of reflexes and are inherited, while habit depends upon 
individual experience. Professor Watson states "that instinct 
and habit differ so far as concerns the origin of the pattern. 
In instinct both pattern and order are inherited, in habit both. 
are acquired. W e do not hesitate to define habit as we do 
instinct—as a complex system of reflexes which function in a 
serial order when the organism is confronted by certain stimuh, 
provided we add the clause which marks off habit from in
stinct, viz., that in habit the order and pattern are acquired 
during the lifetime of the individual animal. After habits are 
perfected, they function in ah particulars as do instincts." Thus 
it is weU to note that instincts and habits are very closely 
related, for both are a complex series of reflexes which react 
•when the proper stimulus is presented to the organism. W e 
find that habits are constantiy repressing and changing in
stinctive tendencies and thus making it difficult for us to 
distinguish between the two. 

Every musician is aware of the fact that aU skilled move
ments, which of course are due to habits, as playinfr a 
musical instrument, singing, dancing and the like, although iu 
the beginning voluntary actions, nevertheless in the end in 
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proportion to the skill obtained, become more or less entirely 
reflex, that is, involuntary. W e now see why it is so important 
to have a proper understanding of the working unit of the 
nervous system (reflex action), as practically _all of our,,be-
haviour is a series of habits or reflexes. 

Habits. 
Almost everybody has an idea of what the word habit 
means, and how it is acquired. W h e n we do a thing once in 
a certain way, it is easier for us to do it that way a second 
time. If a nerve carries a certain kind of impression inward, 
it is easier for a similar impression to take the same path. 
Thus the doing of anything over and over again until we do 
it automatically or without the aid of consciousness, is habit. 
Most habits are set up slowly, as in piano-playing. At first, 
we must attend carefully to the key-board, to the printed notes, 
to the hands, etc., but after awhile we may be able to play 
automatically. (See L.V. K's answer to question 4, p. 23.) 
Then again our playing may become so automatic that we may 
have two or more lines of thought while performing, (See 
answers to question 22,) That is, we may carry on a con
versation, read or eat while playing automatically. The talking 
and reading habits are -acquired and become automatic just 
hke singing or piano-playing, or the playing of any other in
strument. This all seems to show that We may have two or 
more acquired habits acting simultaneously. Practice, in each 
case, has made perfect, and given a stimulus, the human machine 
takes care of itself, 

laiv of habit.— Every time we perform an action, whether 
physical, inteUectual, emotional, moral, etc, we have a stronger 
tendency to perform it than before, and the act is accomplished 
with greater facility. 

W e had occasion to mention three different kinds of habits: 
(1) technical (in this case physical or mechanical), (2) in
teUectual, and (3) emotional. In the case of piano playing, 
technical habits are those -which are connected with movements 
of fingers, hands, arms, feet (in pedaUing), Intellectual habits 
are those which are connected with the power of concentration, 
attention, interpretation, imagination, association, memory, etc. 
Emotional habits are those of pleasure, pain, anger, fear or 
any other emotional state. The three habits just mentioned are 
clearly shown in rephes to question 14 (Is successful playing 
a matter of technique alone?). Thus Rafael JOseffy speaks of 
technique, interpretation, expression and feehng; while Con-
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stautin von Sternberg writes about a faultless technique, keen 
penetration of musical thought and depth of feeling. It is quite 
evident that these eminent artists had clearly in mind at'least 
three kinds of habits. A fewjllustration? of the various types 
may be profitable: 

Physical Habits. — At first, the child is only able to creep 
and then walk a few steps with great effort, but the oftener 
the steps are taken or repeated the less' effort as well as loss 
conscious attention is required. The habitual, act of walking 
thus occurs automatically and mechanically. B y saying that 
it is mechanical, we mean that there is little consciousness of 
the process involved. W h a t is true of the act of walking is 
also true of speaking, singing, the playing.of any musical in
strument, etc. In each case, skill is acquired by repeating the 
same- movements. 

Intellectual Habits. — Habit and intelligence are always 
combined. Though habit and inteUigence are regarded as 
distinct in thought, yet they are always combined in fact;. for 
intelligence presupposes habit. Habit is the power which retains 
and registers experience. Memory is habit acting in the sphere 
of consciousness. Just as a child learns gradually to associate 
two objects with the, number "2", so the ycang student of 
music learns to associate the ,note "c" in its proper position 
in the-scale, or with the "c" on-the key-board. Alter the 
association, has been fixed and thus memorized by repetition, 

-the act may be considered an intellectual habit. It is well to 
note that all intellectual habits are expressed by physical means. 
W e cannot tell what is going on in the mind, of another in
dividual, unless the idea, whether literary or acoustical, is 
expressed by means of muscular action. 'The muscles of the 
hand must write out the words or notes. Singers and speakers 
use muscles of the larynx. W e also cannot speak the various 
languages unless we have formed the habits of speaking, writing 
or hearing the languages spoken. All musicians are aware of 
the fact that musical notations are simply hieroglyphics to those 
who have not acquired the hab'it of interpreting them. This 
interpretation is a purely intellectual habit. 

W e have emphasized the fact that instincts are inherited 
and that habits are acquired during the life of the individual. 
Yet, we often hear of musical instinct, musical intuition, Mozart 
seemed to possess this instinct or capacity. 

According to Thorndike, '-the inborn qualities which are a partial 
basis for the development of mental powers might be called instincts of 
possibility rather than of fact, they being qualities which will result in 
the presence of th- powers or habits corresponding to them when the 
proper circumstances arise. The common .word for these instincts of 
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possibility is Ca^Jacities. Tlius the capacity for composing music- means 
the qualifies which, though themselves unknowii, will, when the proper 
opportunity comes, blossom out into power to compose music and the habit 
of doing so." 

W e are told that Mozart, at the age of three,' already 
showed a lively interest in music. At four he cOuld retain in 
memory the briUiant solos in the concertos which' he, heard. 
The musical faculty seems to have been intuitive in him; for 
in learning to play'̂  he learned to compose at the same time. 
His progress was so great, that at four years of age, or earlier, 
he composed little pieces. 

"His desire of knowledge was great on all subjects; but 
in music he astonished his teachers, not so much by an avidity 
for information, as by the impossibiliJ;y of telling him' anything 
which he did not know before. At the age of six years, Mozart 
knew the effects of sounds as represented by notes, and had 
overcome the difficulty of composing unaided .by an instrument. 
Having commenced composition without recourse to the cla'vier, 
his pOwer. in mental music constantly increased, and he soon 
imagined effects of which the original type existed only in~his 
brain." 

However, we must take into consideration that musical 
prodigies are the rare exceptions. A s a rule, most musicians 
acquire musical knowledge slowly and systematically. One 
of our ̂ greatest artists, in "replying to question 3, stated that 
he memorized systematically, but not easily. 

Ideas which relate to number are the outcome of in
tellectual habits; and as in music, habits of numbers may be 
acquired slowly and laboriously, or a few individuals (prodigies) 
may show extraordinary arithmetical ability. 

Emotional habits.^The emotional habits as discussed by 
us in the replies to questions 11, 12, and 13 are formed just 
as the habits of fingers and arms in piano, playing, or the 
habits of the lower limbs in walking; or numerical habits, 
such as adding, multiplying, etc. A s previously quoted, Fannie 
Bloomfield-Zeisler informs us that she does all her preparations 
at home: technically, intellectually and emotionally, Gustave 
L, Becker also states that it is better to have the emotion 
while practising and thus form the habit. It seems that just' 
as the emotions are leflected in the muscles of the face (muscles 
of expression) and those of respiration, so they may also be 
reflected iu the muscles of the fingers (players of musical in
struments); muscles of the larjfnx (singers and speakers); and 
muscles of the whole body as in artistic dancing. 

Speaking cheerfully to those we meet, or losing one's temper, 
is largely a habit. One can tell by a glance at the face what 
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its most characteristic responses have been and can form an 
idea of the character of the man. A weak man, a grumbhng 
man, a sour-faced man, carries the marks on the face due to 
habits of feelings and emotions. 

Although we have spoken of physical, intellectual and 
emotional habits, it is well to bear in mind that we rarely 
experience a pure physical, a pure intellectual, or a pure 
emotional habit. A s a rule the three are combined. Some 
psychologists speak of sensory and motor habits. However, 
they also emphasize the fact that even in motor habits, the 
receptors (sense orgaii.s) are equally evolved. This all seems 
to show that in classifying the types of habits, •we merely 
emphasize one kind of behaviour in preference to another, for 
the human body functions as a whole. Of course, -we are aware 
of the fact that there are other habits than those mentioned 
above, for if our whole life is nothing but a series of habits, 
we may have almost any kind of habit, as the religious habit, 
the moral habit, and the like. Just as the individual foiins 
habits which make him a musician; so the same or another 
individual may form habits which make him the sculptor, the 
dancer, the artist (painter), the physician, the preacher, the 
tailor, the carpenter, the typewriter, and the like. Bad habits 
may also be formed, as everybody knows, such as habits formed 
by the drunkard, the morphine and cocaine fiends. 

Thus "practically all of human behavior is a series of 
habits. In common talk the word is used only of tendencies 
to respond which have become very frequent and very habitual, 
such as eating three meals a day, taking off our clothes when 
we go to bed, bo^wing to acquaintances, thinking four when 
we see 2-(-2, and the like. But the essential nature of the 
behavior is the same •whether the habit is partially formed 
and rarely used or fully formed and always used. Indeed, for 
psychology every tendency for anything to go •with anything 
else is either a case of a pure instinct or of habit," (Thorndike.) 

The beginning of a habit. — In discussing infancy, we 
stated that the- unlearned actions of the newborn infant, such 
as movements which give rise to the circulation of the blnod, 
respiration, digestion, as well as movements which infoim us 
that the infant is experiencing comfort or discomfort, are in
herited,. W e also stated that the inherited muscles and sense 
organs which he uses in an incoordinate manner, are put into 
•practice on the day of his birth. That is, the infant is learning 
to adjust or adapt himself to his new environment, or, in other 
words, he is acquiring experience. Nature's way of starting 
a habit process is as foUows: The sensory impressions to which 
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lie is not adjusted or adapted are thrown in a multitude of 
.movements, and only one of these movements can be the 
successful one. The wrong movement tends to drop out because 
the successful movement raises the tone of the organism, and 
.marks the pathway which is exercised. (The motor nerves run 
from the brain in the arm and. the leg in the infant as directly 
as in the trained musician; but in the infant, although the 
pathway has been carefully marked out, it is not yet open 
for travel, A great deal of labor is required to open the road. 
B y persistent repetition the child learns to write, to speak, to 
sing, to dance, to play any instrument, A U musicians are 
.aware of the fact that a tremendous amount of work is 
needed to make them proficient in their field. Great pianists 
are born with natural talent or genius, but are not born 
piano players. The road must be paved by constant repetition 
•ov practice in order to perfect the habits which make them 
-the great musicians. 

Practice curve. — Experimental studies on habit formation 
Jhave shown that in forming a new habit, the rate of learning 
is rapid at the beginning, and then progresses more slowly as 
the practice continues until the "physiological limit" has been 
3-eached. There are periods where no improvement takes place. 
However, if we persist in practising, these periods where no 
^ain seems to be found may give place to periods of rapid 
.growth. A period of progress, followed by a stationary period, 
which is then followed by a period of improvement describes 
what is known as "the practice curve" or the "curve of learning," 
This curve shows the formation of a habit from the very be-
^nning to a point where it has reached a high degree of skill, 
"Plateau" is the name given to the place in the curve where 
310 improvement is found. W e cannot enter into the various 
•̂ discussions such as whether this "plateau" is a universal and 
necessary feature of the practice curve; or whether real gain 
is made below the surface during the plateau period, as some 
.scientists claim. However, we may say that "it can hardly 
he called universal, for it does not clearly appear in many 
curves;" and that Swift, Bryan and Harter believe that real 
^ i n is being made below the surface. For a concise discussion 
-of this subject, see Ladd and Woodworth's Physiological Psycho
logy. Professor Thorndike also gives a concise account of the 
practice curve in his Educational Psychology, Briefer Course. 
In another work, Psychology of Learning, Vol, II, Professor 
Thorndike gives a detailed account, and presents the results 
of psychological studies of human learning and organizes and 
interprets them for students' use. 

Tli« Mugician's Mind. 6 
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Methods of Learning. — W h a t we have said thus far 
seems to clearly indicate that when we are forming habits, 
we are practising at the same time, as weU as going through 
a process of learning. The first method of learning as used 
by the infant is the same as used by all animals, and is knqwn 
as the "trial and error" method. The individual attempts to 
do one thing aud does not succeed, then he tries another and 
perhaps another, so continuing until the .proper act is hit on 
to bring the desired result. The trial and error may be quite 
a hit-and-miss process, as it invariably is with lower animals 
and often is with man. It may, however, be directed in some 
measure by inteUigence, as when a person goes about by trial 
to find out which of several possible modes of action will 
work best. According to Colvin and Bagley, from whom we 
just quoted, "trial and error." can be reduced but not entirely 
eliminated from our behavior. 

Learning through Imitation. — A second method of 
learning is through imitation. A s the replies to question 10 
plainly show, imitation manifests itself in two forms, i. e., 
conscious and unconscious. Rafael Joseffy's reply to question 
10 is reaUy very remarkable. He—states that "there is un
conscious imitation, but it should not be." This reply is 
unique, because he teUs us in very simple language that 
imitation seems to be an inherent tendency to repeat the 
actions of others. H e adds that this innate tendency to imit-ate 
ought to be inhibited, for it prevents growth, progress and 
destroys individuality. However, in discussing this question 
with him, he explained that he referred to more advanced 
pupils. Another well known musician tells us that '-imitation 
is the basis of all technical learning. The child learns to 
speak by imitation only. ' (Goetschius). Gottfried Galston writes 
that "imitation on the part of a pupil is of the greatest, even 
of the most decisive importance," 

A quantitative method of measuring unconscious imitation 
has been demonstrated by'Daniel Starch. Handwriting was 
the means employed in the test, and more than one hundred 
persons were investigated. The results seemed to show that 
aU persons manifest unconscious imitation. The experiment 
also emphasizes the subtle way of learning through unconscious 
imitation. The measurements show a greater tendency toward 
imitation among the women than among the men, (Psycho
logical Review, Vol. 18,) 

In our own study, we found that over 77 artists agree 
that unconscious imitation is a factor to be reckoned wii;h even 
though we should safeguard it by encouraging individuality. 
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From the above evidence, we may conclude that imitation 
seems to be an innate tendency to copy the actions of others. 
A m o n g the psychologists, however, there is some difference of 
opinion as to whether imitation should be regarded as unlearned 
reactions (instincts), or learned reactions (habits). 

If we are to consider instincts as unlearned acts, and the 
coordinated actions of sense organs and muscles, as habits 
acquired during the hfe of an individual, as when the infant 
learps to use his eyes, ears, hands and feet, we may safely 
say with several psychologists that imitation is due to learning 
rather than instinct, for we can imitate almost every movement. 
But, if we turn back a few pages we shall find that we also 
said that an instinct after its first appearance is soon modi
fied by habit. W e also compared musical instincts or capacities 
•with musical habits, and we agreed that Mozart, a highly 
sensitive individual, seemed to possess musical instinct or 
capacity. Three of our artists in reply to question 4 (How 
do you memorize?) stated that they memorize instinctively. 
All this seems to show that there are a few individuals who 
react instinctively when the stimulus is presented to the 
organism. Jacques Friedberg, in his reply to question iO 
recognizes this fact, for he states that "the talented individual 
who is capable of imitation will do so unconsciously due to 
a musical sensitive nature." Hugo Greenwald tells us that 
he thinks unconscious imitation is the best sign of real talent, 
"without it all explanations and methods wiU not produce the 
artistic results. Thus it seems that musical talent depends L 
upon the degree of sensitiveness possessed by an individual to 
respond to tones. 

W e may conclude that if we may speak of musical in- '-
stincts and musical habits, we may also speak of imitative -
acts which are instinctive, and imitative acts which are the 
result of habit. Even ordinary experience teaches us that un
conscious imitation is sometimes so powerful that even conscious 
effort not to imitate often avails nothing; and then again we 
may find some difficulty to imitate some act due to lack of 
sensitiveness to respond to the situation, or due to the lack of 
perfected- reflexes or habits. However, whatever the explanation, 
we have found that imitation is a great factor to be reckoned 
with, and leads to more rapid learning. 

The repetition of our own movements, which is a necessary factor 
in the formation of habit, seems also to be a sort of imitation according 
to some scientists. According to Professor Miinsterburg, "all learning of 
an intentional activity starts from the experience of involuntary reactions 
•Vvhich come up from the inborn psychophysical dispositions. In a corre-

6* 
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spondiug way we have to accept the tendency to imitation as the m^°.™ 
disposition which is not learned but which precedes learning. N o child 
would learn to speak who has not the instinctive impulse first to produce 
sounds and secondly to imitate sounds. This imitation is at first imper
fect, but it is just the incompleteness of the saocess which drives the 
child forward. The most essential further step is the resolution of the 
action into simpler motor functions, which slowly become combined. 
AVhether the child learns reading or writing, dancing or swimming, car
pentry or piano playing, the whole set of simultaneous and successive 
movements must be built up by imitating the single actions which in 
themselves are useless for the final purposes. 

" A skillful training demands no less the suppression of opposing 
impulses, and this is the place where suggestion has its chief task. Finally 
there is no learning of motor ability without repetition: every new per
formance decreases the resistance in the motor path until the response 
to the stimulus becomes automatic. The formation of such habits is the 
significant end. The trained piano player does not exert his will for the 
special finger movements. As soon as the idea of playing controls his 
motor setting, the black dots on the paper produce the immediate im
pulse to the right finger actions. It is evident that the cooperation of 
the five psychophysical factors demands the most perfect adjustment, if 
the result is to be reached in the shortest time, with the smallest effort 
and with the most finished effect." (Psychology General and Applied, 
p. 377) 

Imitation is thus the condition for the acquiring of speech, 
and later the condition for the learning of all other abilities. 
This point of view is also taken by M a x Bendix, who in reply 
to question 10, states that "everything must be done more or 
less by imitation.'' Miinsterberg adds that "while imitation is 
at first automatic, it becomes more and more volitional. The 
chUd intends to imitate what the teacher shows as an example. 
This intentional imitation is certainly one of the most important 
vehicles of social organization. The desire to act like certain 
models becomes the most powerful social energy. But even 
the highest differentiation of society does not eliminate the 
constant working of the automatic, impulsive imitation." 

Learning through "Ideas".—In order to get a clear picture 
of the process of learning through ideas, we must first under
stand the use of terms such as sensation, perception, imagination, 
conception, memory, as weU as "the association of ideas.'' These 
will be discussed in the following sections. Here we may say 
that "those habits of thought by which any one state of mind 
tends to caU up another state of mind are caUed Association 
of Ideas. Thus we should say that the thought of ab calling 
up the thought of c, or the thought of 90 degrees calling up 
the thought of heat or of a right angle, were cases of the 
association of ideas, or more clearly, of habits in the realm 
of ideas. The mode of acquisition of the purely mental 
connections is by the action of the general law of association. 
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The most frequent reason why one mental state calls up the 
thought of a certain object is that it has been antecedent in 
our previous experience. Thinking of 6 times 7 makes us 
think of 42, because in school the 6 times 7 was deliberately 
connected with 42. The child thinks of the word dog as a 
sequent to the percept of the animal because he has heard 
and said the word in response to that percept before." The 
niusician who is thinking of ce may caU up the thought of g, 
or he may call up the thought of the major triad, because he 
formed the habit of associating ce with g or ceg with the thought 
of the major triad. Thus any mental state will be followed 
not only by that mental state by which it has been followed 
in the past, but also by that mental state by which it or some 
part of it has been followed in the past, (The statements 
in quotation marks are taken from Thorndike's Elements Of 
Psychology, pp. 17 and 240.) 

The same author recognizes two other varieties of learning 
such as analysis or abstraction, as when the student of music 
learns to respond to an overtone in a given sound; and selective 
thinking or reasoning, as when the school pupil learns the 
meaning of a Latin sentence by using his knowledge of the 
rules of syntax and meanings of the word-roots. 

According to PiUsbury, learning is the first step in memory, 
and is only a process of forming associations. "IE we include 
association among the habits, we may "say with complete assurance 
that no intellectual activity of any kind goes on except on 
the basis of habit," W e mentioned this fact in discussing 
inteUectual habits. The association processes might be caUed 
habits of neurones in the cortex. 

Inborn love of the art.— Thus far we have discussed in a 
broad general way the inborn mechanism which gives rise to 
instinctive and habitual behaviour, but we have not said anything 
about the inborn love of the art as experienced by the 80 
musicians. Briefly, we may say, that just as the infant dehghts 
in movement and the active use of his sense-organs, and just 
as he rejoices in each new power gained, and incessantly 
practices it with voluntary attention until by degrees it sinks 
into habit, so the sensitive individual, born with a great capacity 
for music, dehghts in expressing his inborn tendency. In fact, 
according to most psychologists, "all instinctive activities, all 
inborn tendencies, and in general, aU habitual activities 
are pleasurable as far as they have any conscious accom
paniment; to inhibit these activities causes definite unpleas
antness." 
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Analysis of 
Consciousness or Mental Processes. 
A s our purpose is merely to draw attention to a few facts, 

which may be found in more detaU in various books on psychology, 
we must be satisfied with a rough outline, 

Sensations.—The impressions which are made upon us by 
the things outside of the body, or by changes within the body 
are called sensations. All sensations are produced by three 
distinct organisms: (1) A sense organ or receptor which is 
adapted to receive the stimulus from the outer physical agent 
such as ether waves, air waves, heat waves, odorous substances, 
etc. (2) A n incoming, or sensory, nerve which carries the 
stimulus, excitation, or disturbance from the sense organ to 
the brain; and (3) the brain itself which converts the physical 
fact into a psychical fact known as a sensation. 

It may perhaps be well to mention that the sense-organs 
or receptors are at one end of the reflex arc which when 
confronted with a particular physical agent give rise to the 
series of reflex actions which are the basis of our instinctive 
and habitual movements. It may perhaps be also weU to note 
that mental development is a gradual growth which begins 
with sensation and ends in abstract thinking. In fact there 
is nothing in the mind that was not first in the senses. Sen
sation, according to most psychologists, is a simple fact of 
consciousness, and resists further analysis. 

W e may divide the sensations into two groups: (1) The 
sensations of special sense, which are stimulated from without, 
and include the sensations of sight, hearing, taste, smell, 
pressure, pain and temperature (cold and warm) and (2) the 
organic sensations which are stimulated from within, and 
include the muscular sensations, hunger, thirst, nausea, fatigue, 
strain, etc. 

Sensation of hearing. — Sensation of hearing is a process 
which involves- the physical, the physiological, and the psycho
logical facts. The physicists inform us that the stimulus for 
hearing is the vibration in the air produced by some "vibrating 
body. The vibrating air particles prodiicis what is known as 
rarefaction and condensation, A rarefaction followed by a 
condensation of the air is caUed a sound wave. W h e n these 
sound waves foUow each other with regularity that is with a 
definite period, a musical sound is heard. If the air vibrations 
are irregular, we experience what is caUed a noise. 

Musical sounds vary in three ways: (1) in the rate of 
vibration which is known as pitch, i. e., its position in the 
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musical scale; (2) the amphtude or intensity of the vibration, 
which is known as the intensity of the tone (whether it is loud 
or soft); and (3) the form of the wave which corresponds with 
the quahty of the tone i, e., the, peculiarity which distinguishes 
the musical tone of a piano from that of the organ, when both 
produce the same note at the same pitch. 

The physiologists inform us that the organ of hearing is 
the ear which they divide into three parts: the outer ear, the 
middle ear, and the inner ear. The vibrating air or sound 
wave enters the outer ear, passes through a short tube, called 
the auditory canal, strikes the membrane of the drum which 
forms the boundary between the outer and middle ear, and 
causes it to vibrate. The vibration of this membrane is com
municated to the chain of small bones which he on the inside 
of the drum to the so-called oval window, causing it to vibrate. 
This motion is then taken up by the watery fluid of the inner 
ear and excites the auditory nerve which leads to the brain. 
Here the sensation of hearing takes place. This all seems to 
show that although the organ of hearing is the ear, strictly 
speaking, we hear with the brain for the sense organ and 
sensory fibre serve merely to excite the auditory centre" in the 
brain where the actual sensation takes place. ' 

The physiologist also tells us that not only is the human 
body a limited mechanism, but each sense-organ has its limitat
ions. "The lowest rate of vibration that can cause a musical 
sensation is usually placed at 28 to 30 per second, although 
some ears can still respond to an octave lower, about 16 per 
second." The high limit of audibility is usuaUy placed at 
40,000 to 48,000 per second,, W e thus find great individual 
differences in the ability to hear. 

The psychologist informs us that aU sensations which arise 
in the mind by means of the irritation of the auditory nerve 
are called sensations of sound. The word "sound" is thus 
used by psychology for a wholly subjective affair. W e know 
nothing directly, through sensations, either of the structure of 
the ear or of vibrating strings and particles of air, or of the 
mathematics and physics of music. For a concise discussion 
see Titchner's Text Book of Psychology or Ladd and Wood-
worth's Physiological Psychology. For a detailed account see 
the well — known work of Helmholtz, The Sensations of Tone, 

Visual Sensations.—; Sensation of sight is'also a process which 
involves physical, physiological, and psychological facts. The 
physicist informs us that the external stimulus in visual sen
sation is light (ether vibrations), which may be original or 
reflected. In the former case, the light waves enter the eye 
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direct, as from the sun, stars or bodies heated to incandes-y 
cence. In the latter case, the body, which throws Ught on to 
the eye, reflects the light which it receives from the rays of 
the sun or some other source of light, as the moon, the wall^ 
the book, the piano, etc. W e see the objects in the joont 
because they reflect light. 

The ether •vibrations vary in three ways, (1) Changes itt 
rate give us quality and correspond to color. For example 
red has a vibration rate of 450 billions per second; violet 
790 bilhons per second. The colors between have intermediate^ 
vibration rates per second, (2) Changes in ampUtude or in
tensity give varying brightness, from black through the colors 
to white. (8) (Changes in form or complexity give what w e 
know as degrees of saturation. 

The physiologist teUs us that the organ of sight is the 
eye, which has three coats. The outerihost coat (sclerotic). 
preserves the form, and prevents rupture of the eyebaU, T h e 
second coat (choroid) is more deUcate and rich in blood-vessels 
and nerves. The innermost coat (the retina) is the essential 
organ of sight because it has the rods and cones which are 
sensitive to Ught or ether waves. In. the yeUow spot, the point 
of acute vision, rods only are found. , In the blind spot, the point 
of no vision, neither rods nor cones are found. 'This seems 
to show that the rods or cones are the sensitive cells which 
receive the light. 

The psychologist appropriates the information given by 
the physicist and physiologist and informs us that when a ray 
of Ught enters the eye, strikes the rods and cones of the retina^ 
it excites the optic nerve which communicates •with the visual 
centre in the brain, where nerve-cell changes of a certain kind 
occur. The changes are differentiated by us, and we indentify 
the experience as light which includes color. W e cannot 
enter into the discussion of the observed phenomena which. 
any color theory must explain, such as color blindness, after
images, complementary colors, contrast, etc. However, we m a y 
define the foUowing interesting fact, caUed "after-images." ff 
an object is gazed at for certain length of tune, it may seem 
to be present after it has been actually removed. H it appears 
in the same color and intensity, it is" caUed a positive after
image; if it appears in the opposite color and intensity, it is 
called a negative after-image. There are after-images of some 
of the other senses as weU as of vision, as, for example, of 
touch and temperature," 

The sensation of tozich.—As previously stated, the sensory 
end-organs of the skin, according to older views, give the 
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sensations of touch. Modern physiologists have shown that the 
so-called sense of touch consists of several senses, which give 
rise to the sensations of pressure, pain, warm and cold. These 
are known as the cutaneous senses. 

PsychologicaUy considered, when the skin which is supphed 
with millions of nerve-endings is excited by the proper physical 
stimuU, a nervous discharge is carried to the brain, where the 
disturbance is experienced. as either touch or pressure, pain, 
warmth or cold, according to the sense organ disturbed. High 
temperature disturbs the warm spots in the skin; cold temper
ature stimulates the cold spots; mechanical disturbances arouse 
the pressure or touch ceUs; and mechianical, thermal, electrical 
and chemical may arouse the free nerve endings in the skin 
which we experience as pain. 

Many of our so-called touch sensations are usually com
pound, consisting of a pressure and a temperature component 
and also very frequently an element of muscle sense when 
muscular efforts are involved, as, for instance, in measuring 
weights or resistances. The sense of touch assists other senses, 
especially that of sight, giving foundation and reaUty to their 
perceptions. 

Exquisite delicacy of touch is attained by practice. This 
is shown by the skUl of the musician, sculptor, painter, and 
by the buyer or salesman of cloth or linen, 'The bhnd also 
show a remarkable delicacy of touch for by it they are enabled 
to read by means of raised letters, to work with tools, and 
even to play upon musical instruments. Of course, as just 
mentioned above, in many of these so-caUed sensations of touch, 
we find an element of muscles sense, for it would be rather 
a difficult thing to play any musical instrument with what is 
known as the touch sense proper, and at the same time express 
feelings and emotions. Then again the player of a musical 
instrument works with his fingers, hands, and arms, or with 
the Ups as in •wind instruments, and not just with the isolated 
sense-organ of touch. It is therefore well to note that the 
slightest effort wiU call into play the action of the muscles. 

^ Olfactory sensations or the sensations of smell.—In the 
sensation of smell we find the three factors which are common 
to all the senses. Some oderiferous particles in the form of 
vapors or gases are the physical factors which excite the sen
sation of smell, PhysiologicaUy considered, the organ of smell 
is situated in the cavities of the nose. The walls of these 
cavities are lined with a sensitive membrane that hold, the 
end-organs of smeU, which consist of cells with hairlike pio-
jections. The cells of smell lie in the upper portion of the 
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nasal cavity, and receive branches from the olfactory nerve. 
Psychologically, when the air containing the odor strikes the 
sense-organ of smell, stimulating the olfactory nerve, the disturb
ance is communicated to the cerebral centre of smell in the 
brain, where it is identified as the sensation of smell. 

Taste or gustatory sensations. — The physical factors con
cerned in the sensation of taste are chemical substances which 
are soluble in the fluids of the mouth. Physiologically con
sidered, the end-organs of taste are situated in the mouth and 
the throat. Psychologically, when the sense-organ of taste is 
stimulated, it excites the nerve of taste which is connected with 
the brain centre for taste, not far from the.centre of smell. 
W e then identify the experience as the sensation of taste. A U 
tastes are classified into four groups: sour, sweet, bitter and 
salt. In analysing our other sensations of the mouth and throat, 
we find that all other tastes are combinations with one or more of 
them with sensations of odor. W e may also find cutaneous 
sensations which include sensations of pressure, pain, heat and 
cold. For example, when we touch the tongue with a pin, we 
may either experience pressure or pain. Hot or cold objects 
stimulate the temperature sense in the mouth. 

Organic Sensations. 

Muscular sewsa^ions,-—Investigations have shown that sensory-
end organs are found in muscles, tendons, and about the joints. 
They are excited by bodily movements and enable us without 
the help from the eye, to judge of the position and movement 
of our limbs, Hence they have been termed, coUectively the 
kinaesthetie senses. The muscular sensations are those which 
immediately accompany the action of the muscles, (The muscles 
are a bundle of fibres, which by their contraction and relaxation, 
produce the motions of the body.) "In excessive muscular 
effort the quality of the muscle sensation undergoes a change 
and becomes strong enough to make a distinct and pecuUar 
impression upon our consciousness. W e designate this feeling 
as fatigue, but there is no question apparently that this sensation 
is mediated through the same nerve fibers that ordinarily give 
us our muscular sensibihty," From the tendinous sense, we 
experience, the sensation of strain; and from the joints the 
sensation of pressure. 

Other organic sensations.—"The extreme back of the mouth 
aud top of the tiiroat give us thirst; the tube running from 
the mouth to the stomach, nausea or sickness; the stomach 
itself, hunger. It is probable that the lungs, blood-vessels and 
bladder furnish new sensations. W e have lung sensations in 
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bracing and stuffy feelings; blood-vessel sensations in tingling, 
itching, and 'pins and needles'; and bladder sensations in the 
•'stir up' of the inside organs that comes, e. g., with the emotion 
ef fear. 

In conclusion, we may say, that touch is considered to be 
the basic sense. It is the one out of which others have been 
developed, in the progress of life from lower to higher forms, 
and is the one through which the child gets its first impressions. 
Lower life forms, like the oyster, show sensitiveness to touch, 
to impression upOn the surface of the body, but most of these 
have no specialized sense-organs such as hearing, sight, etc 
The fully developed sense-organs in man are modified organ. 
of touch. W h e n we take into consideration, that soluble sub
stances must touch the tongue, the odorous particles must strike 
the smell cells in the nose; ether vibrations must touch the eyes 
air vibrations must touch the ear, before we can experience 
the respective sensations, we may consider the other senses as 
modifications and developments of the sense of touch. The 
ether senses also depend upon it for assistance. 

It is well to bear in mind that we must have a thorough 
knowledge of sensations, before we can understand the higher 
processes of mental life. 

Perception. In perception, .the object is not only present 
to the senses, thereby stimulating the sense-organs, but it must 
also mean something to us. In other words, sensation plus 
meaning is perception. 

According to most of our psychologists, sensations are pure 
abstractions, as they exist only in complex forms. W e do not 
experience isolated sensations, but perceptions, images, emotions, 
feelings and volitions, which fuse and are experienced as a 
complex whole. W e must bear constantly in mind, that cons
ciousness functions as a unit, and that the psychologist isolates 
each mental process in order to detect psychical peculiarities. 

A t birth, the infant is confronted with vague sensory 
stimuli, which Professor James called "a blooming buzzing 
confusion." The child is thrown into a complex world, and 
the nervous system is ready to respond. A s often mentioned, 
the infant has not established habits, but comes supplied with 
instinctive and reflex activities. A t first, he cannot separate 
table from chair, or chair from wall. It is not until he exper
iences and reacts to each new object separately that he gets 
an ordered perceptual world. The child must see and touch, 
and then correlate the touch experience with the visual appear
ance, before he gets objects discriminated. Seeing objects in 
space is an acquired kind of reaction. Thus we find that the 
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chUd is deluged with sights, sounds, smells, tastes, etc., aU given 
at once, and when he reacts to each situation separately, he 
begins to form perceptions. 

For example, a very young child wiU experience vague 
sensory stimuli when he gets hold of a sheet of music, H e 
does not know that it is paper, that it contains printed matter; 
that the paper is white, and that the printed matter is black, 
etc. In fact he knows nothing about it. H e uses his instinc
tive tendencies by reacting to the particular object in various 
ways: he chews it or takes it into his mouth; he wiU pull it, 
tear it and so on'. A s soon as he learns that this particular 
object can be torn, or must not be torn (inhibition) that it is 
paper, and that the color is white or black, he begins to put 
meaning into his reactions or experiences, and is forming 
perceptions. W h e n he learns to know more about the paper, 
more about the printed notes, learns to interpret the notes, 
his perceptual world is developing. This development increases 
as experience grows. Hence, we find that •with perception 
comes knowledge, and that the sense-organs are the doors 
of knowledge. It is evident that "a fully developed perception 
is itself simply a kind of habit. That we should be able to 
read musical notation at sight, reflexly, is due to our habitual 
reactions. At first, we read the notes voluntarily and -with 
great effort, reacting to each note separately, but with practice 
we read a very complex chord or phrase at sight in less time. 
Our ordinary experience of this fact ~ls corroborated by 
experiments made on reaction time by Professor CatteU, using 
words and letters, 

"When a whole page of words or letters was placed before the 
subject, and he •ft'as directed to read or name these consecutively and as 
rapidly as possible, the time consumed per letter was slit 188 sec. and per 
word .20J sec. In the isolated reactions, however, the time for a word 
or letter was . 320 to . 360 sec. T w o important facts appear in these 
figures. The first is that scarcely more time is required to name a (short) 
word than to name a single letter; it is clear, therefore, that the reaction 
to a word, does not consist of a sum of reactions to the letters composing 
it. The reaction is by larger units. The other fact to be noted is that 
considerably less time is required to react to each one of a series of 
letters or words when all are visible at once than when it is required to 
react to a single isolated letter or word. There is evidence here of an over
lapping of the successive reactions. "While one word, is being pronounced, 
the next is already in process of apprehension. The overlapping, in fact, 
extends beyond the adjoining unit: by a special experiment, Oattell 
determined that it extended, in the case of separate letters, over four or 
five of them . . . Both overlapping and reaction to larger units enter 
into sach skilled performances as those of a typewriter writing from 
copy or of a musician playing from score. Ladd and AVoodworth from 
w h o m we have just quoted, add that "these performances consist of a 
series of discriminative reactions; and yet their speed may be such that 
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only an eighth or a tenth of a second is occupied by each movement— 
much less than the time of a discriminative reaction. The high speed is 
due partly to apprehending and reacting to phrases rather than to single 
notes, words or letters; and partly to carrying on processes of apprehension 
and movement simultaneously. In both these processes, "practice makes 
perfect'' by the expedient of dropping out of consciousness many of its 
procedures which, although originally necessary, have now become, under 
the laws of association and habit, quite dispensable without impairing, 
but rather with improving, the speed and certainty with which the desired 
result is secured. Nor can there be any reasonable doubt that a 
"corresponding "short-circuiting" takes place in the nervcus mechanism, 
especially in the cerebral processes. Thus skill is acquired." (Ladd and 
Woodworth, Physiological Psychology, p. 498 f.) 

Thus we find that a tendency to perceive objects as 
definite wholes or units is- an important fact iu perceptual 
processes. A second important factor according to Prof. Angell, 
"is the striking" combination of the present "with the past. 
Were it not for the fact that the perceived object connects 
itself in some way with our foregoing experience, it would be 
entirely meaningless and strange to us. This is the way the 
words of an unknown language impress us when we hear them. 
O n the other hand, the perceived thing is in some particulars 
different from these previous experiences, otherwise we could 
not distinguish the past from the present. Perception is, then, 
evidently a synthetic experience, and the combination of the 
new and the old is the essential part of the synthesis. This 
process of combining the new and the old is often caUed 
apperception. In perception, therefore, the raw material supplied 
by the several senses is taken up into the psycho-physical 
organism, and there, under the process of apperception, given 
form and meaning by its vital and significant union vrith the 
old psychophysical activities. Material taken up in this way 
becomes as truly a part of the organism, as does the 
food which enters the alimentary tract." (Psy., Angell 
p. 156). 

Imagination. The image or imagination is the consciousness 
of objects not present to the senses. That is to say that images are 
not dependent on the stimulation of a sensory sense-organ, but 
are centraUy aroused. It is impossible to get an image unless 
we had a sensation. The sensation must come first, then the 
representation of a sensation may follow. According to most 
psychologists, we may have an image to correspond to every 
sensation, percept, or emotion. W e may have images of fatigue, 
fear, as well as faces or tunes. The most frequent images 
are, however, sights, sounds and movements. Images of tastes 
and smells are rare, and some individual seem to lack visual 
and auditory images. Our repUes to question 4 clearly show, 
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that the majority of individuals do not possess one kind of 
imagery, but are mixed types. (See answers to question 4). 

There are two kinds of imagiuation: (1) The reproductive 
imagination which is "the process of reviving percepts in the 
time and place order of their occurrence; and (2) constructive 
or creative imagination which is "the process by which w e 
recall past percepts and form them into totally new combinations,. 
the like of which have never come within our experience." 

Image and idea.—According to Prof. Titchner, "to image" 
a thing means, in psychology, to ideate it in kind; a tree is 
imaged by a visual idea, a piano note by an idea of hearing, 
running to catch a train by a tactual idea: the ideas are the 
same in kind as the perceptions which they represent. . , The 
memory-types might equally he termed 'imagination types'. 
W e keep the word imagination, in the sense of visuahsation,. 
partly because it has come down to us in that sense from the 
older psychology and is current in the same sense in popular 
thinking; but partly, too, because itis useful to distinguish the 
'imaginative' mind from minds of unimaginative constitution." 

According to Miinsterberg, "if the word idea is used in 
its widest sense, the perceptions too, are perceptive ideas, as 
against the memory-ideas or the imaginative ideas or the 
abstract ideas and so on. In a narrower sense the term 
excludes the consciousness of the object directly given to our 
senses and includes only those which are not immediately. 
perceived, but are remembered, expected, fancied or conceived. 
A frequent usage in modern psychology is to substitute image 
for idea, and to caU all ideational acts which are not based 
on sense perception acts of imaginatiou." Prof. Miinsterberg 
retains the term ideation as the general function including 
memory, expectation, ahstraction and imagination, "The element
ary process which plays the chief role in this whole group of 
ideational functions is that of association. That is if we ever 
experience two things togethdr, the ideas of the two become 
linked in such a way that whenever the one idea is brought to 
our consciousness again the other idea arises too," 

Imagination and memory.—For the sake of clearness, we will 
repeat several facts already emphasized. Impressions received 
from the external world by means of a sensitive, plastic nervous 
system, give us information of objects, things or persons about 
us, .When identified .in consciousness, they are known as 
sensations of the special sense, and include the sensations of 
sight, hearing, touch, pressure, pain, taste, smell, cold and warmth. 
The organic sensations are stimulated from within, and give 
us information of conditions of our own body. These include 
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muscular sensations, hunger, thirst, nausea, fatigue, strain, etc. 
Sensation to be of any value to us at aU, must be interpreted. 
This interpretation is known as meaning. This sensation plus 
meaning is known as perception. In every perception we have 
memories of past experiences, Tliis process of combining the 
new and the old is often called apperception. W h a t we perceive 
depends upon our past experiences. 

All sensations and perceptions leave traces or paths in our 
nervous system, which when centrally aroused, give us our various 
images or ideas. Image or imagination is the consciousness 
of objects which are not present to the senses. They may be 
considered a kind of memory. 

In a Complete memory, we must not only impress the 
nervous system and retain the impression, but we must recall 
it and recognize _it as a past experience. "The impression 
and the retention'"of the experience is often called organic or 
physiological memory; and recall and recognition of past events 
is known as the psychological memory. Eecall or recognition 
of past events could not be possible •without an organic memory. 
But we may have impression and retention (organic memory) 
without recaU and recognition. This is the state known as 
forgetting. W e may also have organic memory with recognition, 
but without recall, as for example, "a name refuses to come 
0,t our bidding", and yet it is recognized at once if spoken 
• y. some one else. EecaU without recognition occurs in _ the 
habitual use of familiar words, and in the practice of famihar 
acts (for these are not attended by a conscious reference to 
the past), as weU as in the interesting cases of "unconscious 
plagiarism" where the person behoves himself to be inventing 
or composing something new in hterature or art, though he 
is really reproducing something previously read or seen." 

W e may say that imagination is very much hke memory 
in that the past experiences may be aroused centrally or from 
within. It is like it, too, in that the revived states are due 
to the laws of association. According to Ladd and Woodworth 
the first step in memory is the impression or the formation 
of an association; and according to PiUsbury, the_ first step 
in memory, is learning or the formatioii of an association. In 
discussing learning through ideas, we also discussed the formation 
of association, and stated with Thorndike that "those habits 
of thought by which any one state of mind tends to call up 
another state of mind are caUed "association of ideas." If this 
is true, then when we are speaking of association of ideas, we 
are also speaking of thoughts or thinking. 

W e must constantly bear in mind that our impressions 
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which come to us from a complex world, are complex exper
iences, and are fused and unified in consciousness. W e cannot 
isolate imagery from memory, nor memory from thinking, nor 
thinking from association of ideas, nor association of ideas from 
formation of habits, nor habits from complex reflexes; nor 
reflexes from nerve-ceUs and fibres. All this seems to show 
that in all mental activity, there is some neural or physical 
activity. This activity is, as previously mentioned, called 
physiological or organic memory. 

Impression, memory, association of ideas, and thinking. 
Recapitulating, we hive found that 'association of ideas' is 
closely aUied with the conditions of memory, and all ideational 
functions, such as imagination, thinking, and we may add 
reasoning, the latter being purposive thinking.; Without im
pression our experiences could not be retained; and without 
association they could not be recalled; and without recaU there 
could be no thinking. In other words, our sensations and 
perceptions leave traces in the nervous system, and when they 
are centrally aroused are known as images or ideas; and when 
these are recalled, are known as memories; and all ideational 
processes are known as thoughts. It is well to note that our 
images come back to us in the order that they were given, 
for if we impress the nervous system in a given way, we cannot 
get away from it; that is, our impressions seem to form certain 
patterns of connections or associations with persons, ti 
or ideas. 

The age we hve in, the circumstances in which we have 
our being determine the order of our perceptions, which in 
turn determine the order of our images, ideas or thoughts. 
That our experiences come to us in the order that they were 
given, is known as association by contiguity, which means that 
an idea is often caUed up by another which was experienced 
together; and association by similarity, which means that an 
idea is likely caUed up by another which has some siraUarity 
to it. 

According to Professor Thorndike, "an adequate statement 
of the entire law of association would be: the likelihood that 
any mental state or act will occur in response to any situation 
is in proportion to the frequency, recency, intensity, and 
resulting satisfaction of its connection "with that situation or 
some part of it and with the total frame of mind in which the 
situation is felt," 

As an example of mind set and partial activity, the 
following example is given: "In>.'iearning to play a piece on 
the piano the connections are .not made with the color of the 
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instrument, the quality of the room's atmosphere and. the 
size of the music book, but with the position of the note 
on the scale, the form of the notes, the feelings of one's 
arms and fingers and the sounds produced. The facts that 
the connection may be made not only with the apparent 
situation, but also with it plus the cooperating attitude of the 
mind as a whole or with it minus m^ny or all but one of its 
elements may be stated as the laws (1) of the Mind's Set and 
(2) of Partial Activity." 

"The causes of the revival of mental facts are found, in 
the general laws describing the formation and operation of 
connections between one mental state and another, the revival 
of mental facts being simply the result of the laws of the 
association of ideas . . , The only need for a separate section 
on memory is that some new questions arise when the process 
of mental'connection is studied from the point of view of the 
'to be recalled fact' rather than from the point of view of the 
'mental fact present,"-

Purposive thinking.— "Wte distinguish spontaneous or aim
less thinking from controlled and purposive thinking. In the 
former ideas flow on at random, unchecked by any interference 
on the part of our general intentions and aiming at no desired 
goal. The prattle of babies, the reveries and haphazard trains 
of thought which come as we sit idly thinking of nothing in 
b- icular, and the majority of dreams are of this sort. In the 
-x̂.-.̂er some end is in view; our thoughts are kept so far as 
may be under control and make an intelligible sequence." 

"The connections iu controlled thinking foUow the same 
law as those in spontaneous thinking. The difference is that 
in controlled thinking each, thought" as it comes is attended 
to; its usefulness is judged in the hght of our general system 
of ideas and purposes concerning the topic, in hand; it is 
aUowed to remain and influence the future course of thought 
only when it seems fit. So also of , any total thought, _ the 
element which seems most useful to our purpose is definitely 
-selected, attended to and encouraged to call up its connections. 
In spontaneous thinking we take whatever comes. In con
trolled thinking we select and reject iu view of the goal we 
wish to attain." (Thorndike). 

Meaning and concept. - Professor Angell tells us that from 
•'the beginning to the end of our mental activities, the presence 
of meaning is absolutely indispensable, and that the most 
fundamental property of intelligence is the abihty to recognize 
and employ meanings. Perception could never lead to the 
establishment of efficient coordinations were we not able' to 

The Musioian's Mind. .7 
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apprehend the meaning of that which we see and hear and 
touch. Memory would be an abortive resuscitation of the past 
could we not recognize the meaning of that which we recall. 
Imagination in all its forms would be a mere mental logomachy 
were it not for our ability to understand the meaning of the 
images which occupy our minds." 

W e can trace step, by step the formation of the concept 
'dog' or 'man'. Some concepts, however, would be rather 
difficult to analyze. Let us examine how a child forms a 
concept of dog. H e observes its curly hair, its size, hears it 
bark, sees it wag its tail, run, jump, etc. H e then gets an 
image of this particular dog; and he learns that the word 
'dog' stands for the image of this animal. Later he sees a 
large brown dog, a white large dog, a white small dog, and 
so on; he learns that the word 'dog' represents aU his images 
of the various dogs he has seen. H e abstracts from his 
associations, the size, 'color, barking,* etc., and associates the 
object with the memory image, and names it dog. All words 
are concepts, and the word 'dog' is a name or symbol for the 
class dog. 

Thus we see that the , child must first see several dogs, 
the features that are common to many dogs stamp themselves 
on the plastic nervous tissue of the child. Then he abstracts 
the various features common to the class known as dogs. H e 
associates the object with the memory image, and names it 
dog. In the same way all concepts are formed. W e have 
(L) comparison in which we note resemblances and differences: 
(2) then there is "abstraction, in which we abstract detaUs and 
give full attention to the quality which is common to the 
particular object in question. 

W e may define conception as that ''mental operation by 
means of which we bring together the common points of various 
experiences and mentally consolidate them into ideas; ideas 
which we are then able to use as symbols, or representations. 
of these manifold items. W e apply the term "concept" to this 
idea, the term "conception" to the mental operation in which 
the idea is produced." 

It is self-evident that if concepts are general ideas of the 
kind we have indicated that we must possess them in large 
numbers. Concepts of horses and men, children and houses; 
trees and hats, etc., must constitute a large part of our mental 
furniture. 

It is well to bear in mind that "words" are merely air 
vibrations, and are symbols, signs, or tags, representing our 
images or ideas. All words are concepts for "when we com-
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muuicate with others we give our ideas outward expression in 
spoken words, which serve as concepts to the hearer," 

The difference between the image and the' word is that 
the former is photographic, a copy of reahty, whUe the latter 
is symbolic. In the musical language, the notes (hea'vy dots 
and lines, or circles and lines) are syihbols for our injages or 
ideas of tone. 

Symbolic language is of value in rapid and accurate 
thinking. But of. course if this thinking is to be of any value 
at all, we must be able to interpret and translate the symbols 
which represent the images or ideas, 

"The application of a concept to any situation constitutes 
a phase of mental activity which is described by the term 
judgment, A Judgment may be briefly defined as the mental 
process in which a concept is consciously related to another 
concept or to a particular experience, A judgment is usually 
expressed in a sentence." (Judd.) '" 

"Every scientific formula, every mathematical equation, 
every phUosophical principle—each is an expressed judgment. 
In childhood intellectual progess is marked by the transformation 
of mere percepts and images and vaguely felt relationship into 
judgments. Throughout hfe the thoughtful, as opposed to the 
sensuous or dreamy or scatter-brained, man or woman, is 
one whose mental states consist largely of well-defined 
judgments. (Thorndike.) 

Judgment and reaso7iing.'^—Judgment, like all thought-
processes, arises only in a "crisis" which compels the individual 
to hesitate before acting; in this period of hesitation, the 
situation is .analyzed, and the analysis suggests the concept 
with which it is to be identified or otherwise related." 
Reasoning is a more complicated process of thinking which 
involves passing from one judgment to another, and finaUy 
reaching a conclusion." (Colvin and Ragley.) 

W e have a method of reasoning which is known as 
induction: In this method, we examine particular facts or 
single cases, and finally reach some general conclusion. In 
deduction, or the deductive method of reasoning, we begin 
with a general conclusion or say law, or principle and particular 
facts or single cases may be shown to be examples of this 
conclusion or law. In section 2, we discussed the advantages 
of inductive and deductive methods, as applied to the teaching 
of music. (See page 28.) 

Thinking, feeling and willing.—We have shown how the 
mind stores up the materials it receives through the senses, 
and how it led us to the study of perception, and the thinking 
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processes known as imagination, memory, conception, judgment, 
spontaneous and random thinking, controlled thinking, purposive 
thinking or reasoning. As mentioned previously, the common 
experiences of life are generaUy classified in three groups: (1) 
knowing (thinking); (2) feeling, and (3) wiUing. Thus far we 
have merely discussed the knowing or thinking group as just 
mentioned above. W e also stated that Psychologists classify 
mental -states in the knowing, feeling aud wUUng sort. 'But 
.we must realize that there is no sharp line of division between 
coUseiousness of the knowing sort, and that of the feeling and 
wiUing sort. Usually we know (think), feel and will at the 
same time. Thus when we speak of thinking or' knowing sort, 
we generaUy have the feeling and willing sort in the back
ground, while the thinking sort holds the centre of the stage, 
so to speak. If there is more of the feeling sort, we call it 
the emotional state. If there is more of the knowing or 
thinking sort, we call it the inteUectual state, but we will find 
feeling always present even if in the minimum. That is to say 
that feeling and thinking are closely interwoven. 

Feeling.—We need not discuss the various problems and 
classifications of the feelings and emotions, the latter being 
intense and complex feelings, because many of the facts are 
still disputed. However, if we observe and analyze our own 
mental life, we will find that we not only sense objects, perceive 
objects, imagine objects or persons which are not present to 
the senses, but also that we have or experience a pleasant or 
unpleasant feeling, an angry or fearful feeling and the like. 
Sounds, tastes, sights, etc.; may be pleasant or unpleasant, 
agreeable or disagreable, fearful or disgusting and the like. 
These experience differ in various- individuals. The taste of 
olives may be very agreecable to one individual, and very 
disagreeable to another. One individual may enjoy a piece 
of music, while another would be almost bored to death by 
the same piece. Thus we see and are told that the world of 
objects are more or less common property and can be sensed 
by aU who possess sense-organs, but that feeling is an 
individual matter. In perceptions, conceptions, memories, etc., 
we have the reflection of the world in our minds; and in feelings 
and emotions, we reflect our own personal response to the world. 

Feeling and affection.— The feeling states are sometimes 
discussed as the affective states. Thus onO psychologist writes 
"not only do we experience sensations and images as such. 
but we are also affected pleasantly or unpleasantly by them. 
Sensations and affections are considered as elements of con
sciousness. 
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"The word 'feeling' is used in a great variety of meanings. A thing 
feels rough or sn^ooth, hard or soft, sharp or blunt, firm or shaky, warm 
or cold, elastic or brittle, thick or thin, clammy or oily. W e ourselves 
feel hungry or thirsty, fresh or tired, energetic or lazy, strong or weak, -well or 
ill. W e also feel comfortable or uncomfortable, we feel at home or strange, 
iit ease or ill at ease, natural or constrained; we feel happy, cheerful, 
restleso, angry, irritable, eager, calm. WeJeel hopeful, despondent, grieved, 
hurt, injured, relieved, contented, gloomy, anxious, a noyed. "We feel 
indifferent, and we feel sympathetic; we feel the difficulty of an objection, 
the truth of an argument, the nobility of a character, the sacredness of 
a belief. 'Feel' and 'feeling' seem, indeed, to be psychological maids of 
all work; they can do, in the sentence, practically anything that a verb 
and a substantive can be called upon to do. There is little hope, one 
would think, of turning them to strict psychological account, and of giving 
them a place in a list of technical terms. 

Let us see what happens, however, if we contrast feeling with 
sensation. Suppose that I say to you: the organism not only senses, but 
also feels; consciousness is made up, not of sensations alone, but of 
sensations and feelings. Here, surely, there is a hint or suggestion, 
vague though it may be, of the true psychological meaning of 'feel' and 
'feeling'. Y o u realise that stimuli do something more than arouse sensati'on; 
they give rise to processes of a different kind, to 'feelings' in a special 
sense; w e do not merely take the impressions as they come, but we are 
affected by them, we feel them; and what we feel is their agreeableness 
or disagreeableness, their pleasantness or unpleasantness. Colours and 
tones, tastes and smells, may be pleasing or unpleasing just as obviously 
and just as directly as they are red or c, bitter or musky; and their 
pleasant or unpleasant character is a matter of feeling." (Titchner.) 

Emotions.—Intensified and complex feelings are known 
as 'emotions', as for example, wonder, anger, fear, love, hatred, 
joy, disgust, jealousy and the like. Intense "pleasure as well 
as intense pain may also be considered as emotions, for 
according to Wundt, "there is no sharp hue of demarcation 
between feeling and emotion. Every feeUng of gre-iter intensity 
passes into an emotion. The separation of the feelings within 
an emotion from one another is always a more or less arbitrary 
sundering of complete relations. In the case of feelings which 
have a certain particular form of occurrence that is in feeUngs 
of rhythm, such a breaking up of the emotions is entirely im
possible. The feeUng of rhythm is distinguished from an emotion 
only by the smaU intensity of its moving effect on tiie subject, 
which is what gives "emotion"its name. A n d even this distinction 
is by no means fixed, for when the feelings produced by rhyth
mical impressions become somewhat more intense, as is usually 
the case especially when the rhythm is connected with sensation 
contents which arouse the-feehngs greatly, the feehngs of rhythm 
become in fact emotions. Rhythms are for this reason the 
itnportant means both in music and in poetry of portraying 
emotions and arousing them in the auditor," 

"The intensification of the effect which may be observed 
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iu the course of an emotion, appears not merely in the psy
chical contents of the feelings which compose it, but in tiie 
physical concomitants as well. For single feelings these ac
companying phenomena are usually .hmited to shght changes 
in the innervation of the heart and respiratory organs, which 
can be demonstrated only by using exact graphic methods. It 
is only in relatively rare cases that there are added to these 
minor forms of reaction, mimetic movements of even moderate 
extent and intensity. With emotions the case is essentially 
different. As, a result of the summation and alternation of suc
cessive affective stimuli there is in emotions not only an inten
sification of the effect of the heart, blood-vessels, and respiration,, 
but the external muscles are always affected in an unmistakable 
manner. Strong movements of the mimetic muscles appear at 
first, then movements of the arms and of the whole body 
(pantomimetic movements). In the case of stronger emotions 
there may be still more extensive disturbances of- inner
vation, such as trembling, convulsive contractions of the 
diaphragm and of the facial muscles, and paralytic relaxation 
of the muscles. 

Because of their symptomatical significance for the emotions,. 
all these movements are called expressive movements. A s a rule 
they are entirely involuntary, being either reflexes, following-
emotional excitations, or else impulsive acts prompted by the 
affective components of the emotion. They may be modified, 
however, in various ways through voluntary intensification or̂  
inhibition of the movements or even through intentional pro
duction of the same." 

It is well to. note that all emotions have an instinctive 
basis; that is to say that they are of the nature of refiexos. 
"The object which starts the emotion is a total situation, to 
which the organism responds along the line of acquired as well 
as of congenital tendencies." Emotions may be excited by ex
ternal stimulation or by inner stimulation. In the former, our 
sense-organs may be stimulated by any frightful, painful, or any 
other emotion-producing object, person or thing. In the latter, 
our memories or imaginations may suffice to Uberate the ex
citement. 

Mood, passion, and temperament.—A pleasant or cheerful 
mood may become, if intensified, various degrees of pleasure j 
or again, great joy may give way to a happy or cheerful m o o d 
which may last hours or days. A depressed mood, when in
tensified, gives us the emotion of sorrow. Thus mood m a y 
represent the first degree of any emotion, and may last for hours 
or days; while emotions last a comparatively very short time^ 
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a few seconds or minutes. Extreme emotions such as rage, 
or fury are known as passions, and exhaust the organism in a 
very short time. "The name passion is also given to any abiding 
interest, to any mode of strong emotive response that is specific 
and lasting. W e may say that a m a n has a passion for art 
(music, dancing, painting, etc.), for science, for gambling; and 
we mean that a situation which shows any sort of reference to 
these things will appeal to him, dominatingly and one-sidedly, 
through that reference." 

In regard to the psychological temperaments, we may say, 
that just as we say that an indî vidual is visual-minded, or 
auditory-minded etc., so we may apply the four familiar types 
of temperament, choleric, sanguine, melancholic and phlegmatic, 
to any individual. Temperament, used in a strictly psychological 
sense, is "a very general term for affective constitution for the 
congenital susceptibihty of the individual to emotive stimuli and 
for the typical character of his emotive response. Talent in the 
same way, denotes intellectual constitution, and character active 
constitution." 

Sentiments are complex emotions which like moods tend 
to last. " A sentiment has been defined as an emotion which 
attaches itself to a particular object. Affection for our friends, 
the home sentiment, and every sentiment that we can use the 
term 'love' to express, as love of knowledge, art, goodness, love 
of comfort, and aU our interests, as interest in our health, for
tune and profession, interest in books, collections, self-interest," 
are organisations of our sentiments. 

Volition or willing. —Just as the psychology of affection 
or feeling, mood, emotion, passion and sentiment is often termed 
the psychology of feeUng; and that of sensation, perception, 
idea, association and thought, the psychology of intellect or 
thinking, so the psychology of action and attention is often 
termed the psychology of the will. 

"The term wUl includes all active operations of the mind. 
B y active operations are meant not only external actions or 
movehients, but also internal acts of mental concentration, 
together with certain preUminary stages of action as desiring 
a thing, reflecting or deliberating about an action and resolving 
to do a thing." 

According to another psychologist: "the verb to will is 
used as a general term to express the fact of decision in favor 
of or consent to any course of action which has been the topic 
of thought. The word is used especially of cases where the 
decision is accompanied by a feeling of effort, where we decide 
against natural tendencies. The phrase the will is used most 
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often to mean the source of all purposive action. In this sense 
it equals the general fact of connections between mental states 

and acts." 
Sensori-motor action.—In discussing the inborn mechanism, 

we mentioned the fact that all action is sensori-motor. That 
is to say, it, begins in a sense-organ and ends in muscular con
traction. W e also stated that the workunit of the inborn 
mechanism (nervous system) is known as reflex action; that 
instincts are a series of complex reflexes which are inherited; 
that habits are. a series of complex reflexes which are acquired 
during the lifê  time of an individual. W e also attempted to 
show how the random movements of the new-born infant become 
voluntary and co-ordinated; and then again how these voluntary 
movements become automatic and habitual, by practice, as in 
learning to play a musical instrument. 

Ideo-motor action.—Just as the stimulation of a sense-organ 
is identified in consciousness as a mental activity known as 
sensation; and sensation plus meaning as perception; and as 
memories of these sense-perceptions give us mental activities 
known as images or ideas; so may the centrally aroused images 
or ideas in turn give us actions with which they were connected. 
That is to say the idea alone is sufficient to produce a long 
list of activities. This is known as the ideo-motor action, iu 
which we have an idea followed by an action. This ideo-motor 
action is similar to what is known as volition, that is to say 
the idea is followed by a motor act. 

Professor Angell gives us an analysis of volition. H e states 
that "when we direct our attention to the immediately discern
ible features of voluntary acts in adult life, we note that such 
acts always involve foresight of some end, that this end is 
d-esir-ed Jir. at least consented tu, and that certaiu muscular 
movements then occur which are meaut to attain the end. 
W e observe, further, that on some occasions the mere presence 
of a percept or an idea carries with it instantly and without 
deliberation the execution of the movement, whereas on other 
occasions arrival at the stage of mental consent requires long 
trains of reflective thought, and movements expressive of the 
decision may be postponed indefinitely. Sometimes the decisio?* 
seems to be a relatively passive affair which makes itself on 
the basis of the facts considered. Sometimes on the other hand, 
the whole self seems to be projected into the choice, and the 
consciousness of this mandate of the will is designated by James 
and others as the '-fiat," Moreover, we observe that ordinarily 
the attainment of a decision finds the muscles already capable 
of carrying out the necessary coordinations, but occasionally 
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the wUl can command no adequate motor agents. W e may 
readily illustrate certain of these cases. 

A s I sit at m y desk I feel a draft. Without a moment's 
hesitation I rise and close the window. Here is a sensory 
process, followed immediately by an appropriate movement of 
voluntary muscles. Again as I write, a word comes into m y 
mind about a spelling of which I a m uncertain. Instantly I 
turn it up in m y dictionary. Here is an Idea followed 
promptly by a movement of the volitional kind. A s I proceed 
with m y writing I come to a point where I must decide whether 
or not to incorporate a -certain subject in m y text. The merits 
of the question require long and careful consideration, FinaUy 
I decide to drop the matter from m y book, and forthwith m y 
writing goes on upon another topic. In all the cases thus far 
cited I have been in command of the motor coordinations 
needed to realize m y purposes. But if I suddenly desist from 
writing and decide to step to the piano in the next room and 
indtUge in a sonata, m y wiUing becomes a mere burlesque, for 
I cannot play." Thus "every volundary act involves the presence 
in the mind of sensory or ideational material in some way 
anticipatory of the act." 

According to PiUsbury, "what one ordinarily calls will 
is exerted primarily in the control of the course of thought, 
and action foUows when the proper thought presents itself. 
The problem that has given rise to the most discussion in 
connection •with wUl is why, when alternative hues of action 
present themselves, one is decided on rather than another. 
This is the problem of choice. This phase of the problem 
of action is ultimately not a problem of movement, but of 
thinking, of ideas. W h a t is chosen is not the movement as 
such, but an idea; either the result or the thought of the 
movement dominates consciousness at the moment of choice. 
W h e n either completelydominates consciousness, the action results. 

W h e n making a choice between two 'courses of action, 
one thinks of the- probable results of .each and chooses the 
one which offers the greater probabihty of a pleasant outcome, 
or the prospect of the more pleasant outcome . . . Choice of 
a profession where there is opportunity for choice in the matter 
at aU is a choice of ends. The advantages and disadvantages 
of each profession are weighed and compared with the difficulties 
that must be overcome in obtaining a preparation for each. 
W h e n a balance has been struck, it finds expression in some 
phrase, such as, 'this wiU be m y life-work;' from that time 
the first entrance upon the profession is kej)t in mind, ready 
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to be translated into action when occasion arises. The idea, 
and the idea alone, is chosen at the moment; translation into 
action may be delayed for years." 

Performance and will.—When our musicians tell us that 
it is good to have the emotion while performing, but that it 
must be under control, they no doubt mean that they do not 
aUow the emotions to dominate consciousness, but introduce ideas 
which control not only the emotions but aU factors concerned 
in the performance, for as we mentioned before, aU art requires 
proportion and balance. This action would be what is known 
as •will according to some of our psychologists, for we have 
controlled thought foUowed by action; or we have a mental 
state connected with an act. W e have ideas which are not 
only connected with the movements of the fingers, hands and 
arms, which enable us to have what is known as technique, 
but we have ideas which are connected with the expressive 
movements (feelings and emotions), as well as ideas which are 
connected with each other as in memories of tone (musical 
thought). 

Other artists inform us that it is best to form habits of 
technique, intellect, and feeling; and ait the performance, repro
duce the whole situation as it had been practiced or ingrained 
in the nervous system. Thus one artist tells us that it is best 
to have the emotion whUe practicing, and form the habit. 
Another states "I think it weU to have the piece worked out 
according to the emotion, and be able to use the expression 
mechanically when nervousness overpowers one." In forming 
habits as just stated, one can play automatically or mechanicaUy 
and without the aid of consciousness. That is the performer 
gets the idea of playing a particular piece and action follows. 
The whole situation had been so thoroughly ingrained in the 
nervous system, that it is even possible for the performer to 
have two or more hnes of thought while performing. (See 
answers to question 22.) One artist teUs us that when he is 
very tired, his mind wanders, while his fingers play by force 
of habit, and the result seemed to please the audience. Other 
artists, again, tell us that such scattering of attention is fatal 
or detrimental to the performance; while stiU another claims 
that it is •will power that is needed to chase away the intruders. 
By intruders, he of course, means ideas. It is interesting, to 
note that while one artist teUs us to attend to the work at hand, 
or to concentrate, another speaks of wiU power. Psychologists 
also teU us that no idea can dominate our movements whicii 
does not catch and hold our attention. Indeed, vohtion as a 
strictly mental affair is neither more nor less than a matter of 
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attention. B y attention we make one thing as focal in con
sciousness, and thus make it clear. 

Self-consciousness is attention focussed on movements of 
self. W e have emphasized the fact that we have memories or 
ideas of facts of the external world, and we have memories or 
ideas of conditions of our own bodies; and it is by will power 
or concentrated attention (which includes •wiU), that enables us 
to inhibit the intruding ideas of self; and hold our attention 
to the work at hand. 

Then again it is interesting to note "that when we attempt 
to inject consciousness into a process which is either reflex or 
habitual, we upset the accuracy of the co-ordination and muti
late its efficiency. Thus, to direct attention to the act of swall
owing, which is reflex, is to render,it for many persons all but 
impossible of performance. Witness the common difficulty in 
taking piUs. Similarly, to direct attention to one's mode of 
walking often results in producing a. thoroughly artificial gait 
quite unlike one's normal manner. The early experiences of 
appearance before the public, as on the stage, Ulustrate the point. 
They also suggest the practical wisdom, if one would avoid 
embarrassment and failure on such occasions, of concentrating 
attention as completely as possible on the task in hand, throw
ing oneself wholly into it, so that there may be no mental 
energy left over to put on one's own bodUy status." 

Performer and audience,—How much of thinking, feeling 
and technique is added while performing before an audience, 
cannot be told beforehand, according to the statements of 
some of our musicians. Audiences differ, and new situations 
are intiroduced. W e have seen that a cold or sceptical audience 
chills the performer. Sometimes the fighting instinct is aroused 
and with this extra strength the performer succeeds in arousing 
the audience; or we are informed that they may succeed by 
sheer will power as they term it, that is either by using extra 
effort, or by giving them famihar pieces, by increasing rhythmic 
and dynamic effects and the like (see answers to question 19). 

A sympathetic audience inspires or stimulates the performer, 
and by receiving this added power plays better than when alone. 
In fact, one artist teUs us he is surprised at his own playing 
when thus stimulated. A comparison of the answers to ques
tions 16, 17, 18 and 19, shows the interesting relation between 
the stim'ulus and the response. 

W e also find that the majority of artists are more or less 
nervous before an audience, (See answers to question 20.) Some 
are stimulated and play better than when not nervous; and 
others suffer by being unable to concentrate, resulting in lack 
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of control. That is they experience slips of memory, cold hands 
and tense muscles which affect the technique. And as one 
artist informs us, each artist can add some new misery. This 
nervousness is no doubt due to the fact that the performer 
finds himself, as a rule, before a new audience and thus a new 
situation, or he may be conscious of his lack of preparedness 
in meeting this new situation. It is rather a difficult matter 
to control our actions if •we are not thoroughly prepared; but, 
on the other hand, if we have habituated our actions, all that 
we need, as in the case of self-consciousness, is to concentrate 
attention as completely as possible on the task in hand, and 
inhibit aU other ideas. Here again we find a form of what 
is known as will, for we are controlUng our ideas, and action 
follows. Thus we may conclude, by saying that a thorough 
knowledge Of the action of our own minds, not only gives us 
knowledge of self, but it also gives us knowledge of how to 
control our thoughts, feehngs, and actions. 
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